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The service you’ve
all been waiting for
Recliners
Small Dressers

Cinema Seating
Fabric Suites

Large Mirrors
Leather Suites

Electric Recliners

Corner Units
Fabric Suites

Small Dressers
Coffee Tables

Footstools

Matching Kids Chairs

TV Units
Lamp/End Tables

Sofa Beds
3 Drawer

Italian Leather Suites

Coffee Tables
Hall Tables
Italian Leather Suites

HiFi Units

Tables
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CD/DVD Stands

Nest of 3 Tables

THINK how
this concept
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Setting Standards - Not Following Them

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351

the complete service

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

www.tcsimports.com

or contact your local representative:
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
London and South East - Peter Morris :: 07831 558616
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086

Birthday present
on your birthday, but

store.

back in to it,’ says Peter
chief executive.

Well trodden
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Editor’s comment

Furniture Origins (UK) is celebrating its first
anniversary with the launch of the Savanah
bedroom collection, with four more exciting
new ranges arriving before Christmas.
Tel: 0845 223 4900.

Andrew Kidd

October 2009

Editor

National Floo
r Show
A fond farew
ell?

Best of Briti
sh
Local heroes

TO GO OR NOT TO GO
This was the choice faced by the National Floor Show
organiser: stay at Harrogate with the number of retailers
visiting falling steadily and a venue that isn’t really that
well suited for a major exhibition or move to another
venue in the hope of injecting new life into the event?
In reality, it wasn’t much of a choice and while the
move may not be popular with everyone, the organiser
deserves credit for trying to improve the show (see page
10), although it seems to have missed a trick or two by
not starting the show on a Sunday (rather than Tuesday)
to allow more independent retailers to visit when their
store is closed nor adding a public day.
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The flooring industry needs a successful exhibition
where it can show off and shout about its latest and
best products, but at the moment it may end up with
two: NFS at the NEC and a new Harrogate event. What
it doesn’t need is for neither show to be sufficiently large
or attractive to retailers so both struggle and eventually
fail. I suspect whichever event can gain momentum of
manufacturers’ commitments will emerge ‘the’ show for
2010, but the final decision will be made by which
exhibition attracts you the retailer.
There appears to be a definite improvement in the
mood of retailers in the past few weeks, with a hope
that we are nearing the end of the recession or at least
over the worst of it. Dunelm Mill’s 16% like for like sales
growth in the past quarter shows that shoppers are still
buying, you just need the right products and offers.
One fly in the ointment could be the OFT’s
examination of pricing and advertising in the interiors
sector. Most independent retailers are likely to see this as
nothing to do with them, but some of the multiples may
have more to think about. The major furniture retailer
nearest my home practically always has posters claiming
its sale must end on Monday. Yet they are still there the
rest of the week and which particular Monday the sale
will end on is never specified. And don’t get me started
on ‘the price will go up post-event’ offers…

Registered in England no. 6397722
Printed by Headley Brothers
Design by Icon Colour © Interiors Media Limited

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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www.furniturefairbrussels.be

MODULO.be 120153

Sun1 Wed 4 Nov

9am - 7pm

2009 Brussels Expo Heysel
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News

OFT to investigate ‘potentially
misleading advertising and pricing’
Furniture and flooring retailers
will be at the centre of an
Office of Fair Trading study
into potentially misleading
advertising and pricing
scheduled to begin this
autumn.
A consultation on the scope
of the study ended on 18
September, but the OFT says it
is ‘minded to include several
pricing practices which may
lead to consumer detriment’.
These include ‘drip’ pricing
tactics, where consumers only
see an element of price
upfront but price increments
‘drip’ through during the
buying process.
‘Baiting’ sales which entice
consumers with promises of

discounts but then have very
few items on offer at the sale
price.
‘Reference prices’ – price
promotions that create a
relatively high reference price
compared to sale price, such
as was £50, now £20, half
price, 50% off, or £20
compared to a recommended
retail price of £50.
‘Time limited offers’ such as
sales that finish at the end of
the month or special prices
available for one day only.
‘Complex pricing’ where it is
difficult for consumers to
assess unit price, for example
three for two or ‘noninclusive’ prices where
consumers assess unit price,

for example, a final price.
The OFT says: ‘We also
intend to look specifically at
price comparison websites
that may be complicated by
the use of these practices.
‘For each practice, we may
focus on one or more key
industries, such as furniture,
travel, electrical goods or
entertainment.’
Senior OFT officials have
confirmed that as well as
furniture the flooring sector
will be examined.
The OFT is also considering
including the use of personal
information in advertising and
pricing, particularly
behavioural advertising where
information on a consumer’s

online activity is used to target
the Internet advertising they
see.
Possible outcomes of a
market study include: giving
the relevant market a clean
bill of health, publishing
information to help
consumers, encouraging firms
to take voluntary action,
encouraging an industry code
of practice, making
recommendations to the
Government or to sector
regulators, investigation and
enforcement action against
companies suspected of
breaching consumer or
competition law and a market
investigation reference to the
Competition Commission.

Carpetright ‘cautiously
optimistic’ on autumn trade

The store now has 36,000sqft of floorspace

Vale sees benefits on top
Vale Furnishers has expanded
its Ash Vale, Surrey store to
36,000sqft with the opening
of a rooftop conservatory.
Alex Mundell, Vale
Furnishers general manager
says the opening of the
conservatory provides more
space for customers which will
further enhance their

6

shopping experience.
‘Many of our customers are
investing in a significant
purchase when they visit our
store,’ says Mundell. ‘We
ensure our customers have
the time and space to explore
the store, test the furniture or
even enjoy a cup of coffee or
tea at their leisure.’

Interiors Monthly October 2009

Lord Harris, Carpetright
executive chairman says he is
optimistic thanks to its
growing insurance business,
the collapse of Allied Carpets
and signs of an upturn in the
housing market.
He told shareholders – of
which he is the largest – at
the group’s AGM last month
that: ‘The last financial year
was extremely challenging for
the group. Market conditions
and consumer confidence
declined throughout the year,
leading to a significant
reduction in sales volume.‘
He said that throughout this
period Carpetright remained
profitable and that he was
more confident about the
future prospects for a number
of reasons.
‘We are securing more

insurance business each week
and have secured contracts to
supply a number of house
builders. We have a central
warehouse and cutting facility
that has the capacity to
significantly increase volumes
at minimal additional costs.
Finally, the mortgage approval
data is providing an indicator
that the market will be
stronger in the spring of next
year,’ says Lord Harris.
‘All these factors make me
cautiously optimistic ahead of
our important autumn trading
period, although it is too early
to say to what extent this will
impact on the full year
financial results.’
Carpetright’s next trading
update on 28 October will
cover the first 25 weeks of the
financial year to 24 October.
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News

Fun on the Floor returns with a £2m
Press campaign for its second year
Fun on the Floor, the generic
carpet marketing campaign,
has returned for its second
year with a major advertising
series focused on consumer
home interest magazines.
Despite the state of the
economy during the past year,
FotF – funded by Abingdon,
Associated Weavers, Balta,
BIG, Brockway, Carpetright,
Condor, Cormar, Domo,
Headlam, Llano, Roger
Vanden Berghe and Terza –
has a budget of £2m.
Unlike the 2008 campaign,
there will be no billboard
posters. This time leaflets and
advertisements will feature in
home interest magazines,
national newspapers and
online advertising.
At least 73 advertisements
have been booked, running
from September to November
as a mixture of single, double,
and four pages. Further
advertisements are planned.
The campaign will reach 20
million homeowners aged 18
and above, including 9 million
female homeowners aged 25
and above. Some 73% of
consumers will belong to the
BC1C2 socio-economic
groups; 12% will be aged
between 25-34, 36% 35-54
and 35%, 55 plus.
The advertising is also
expected to receive strong

The campaign’s photography has been praised and more than 70 advertisements have been booked

editorial support from the
titles, with several senior
consumer journalists praising
the carpet imagery produced
for the FotF/Scarlet Opus
Trends Report (see p20)
which has been sent to the
media.
‘This is the best imagery we
have seen in a long time. In
fact it is the greatest
photography we have ever
seen. This is just what we
need,’ says Claudia Baillie,
Living Etc features editor.
The publications being used
include: 25 Beautiful Homes,
BBC Homes & Antiques,
Country Home & Interiors,
Country Living, Daily Mail
Weekend magazine, Daily Mail
You magazine, Easy Living,

Your Home, Essentials, Hello,
Homes & Gardens, House
Beautiful, Ideal Home, Living
Etc, Mail on Sunday, Marie
Claire, OK!, Prima, Woman,
Woman & Home and
Woman’s Own.
Advertisements will also
appear on the websites of
House to Home, Living Etc,
Ideal Home, Homes &
Gardens, Woman & Home,
National Homes, Goodtoknow
and What’s on TV along with
newsletter sponsorship.
The campaign’s website will
also play a central part in the
campaign. Paid search terms
were used in the summer to
boost visitors to the website,
with 3.2 million impressions
between 24 June and 23 July.

A further campaign will run in
November.
Search engine optimisation
has also been used. In August
FotF was ranked first for a
search of ‘carpet ideas’,
seventh for ‘carpet flooring’,
13th for ‘carpet/carpets’ and
seventh for carpet retailers.
The percentage of visitors to
funonthefloor.co.uk from nonbranded keywords has risen
by 54% since January, thanks
to the increased number of
rankings.
The website has also been
revamped, including adding
an Ask the Expert section to
answer questions about
carpet. Consumers will usually
be recommended to visit their
local carpet retailer.

Interiors Monthly online polls – the results
Interiors Monthly online
readers reckon the recession
is almost over.
An interiorsmonthly.co.uk
poll asked if you thought the
recession was over: 31% said

8

Very soon; 21% Yes;18% In
another six months; 12% No;
12% Bumping along the
bottom; and 6% voted Not
for another year.
In a second poll we asked

Interiors Monthly October 2009

where the National Floor
Show should be held in
2010.
Some 36% said Harrogate;
16% the NEC, Birmingham;
15% Manchester; 14%

Brighton; 12% London; and
7% voted Somewhere else.
New polls are regularly
added to the website, so visit
interiorsmonthly.co.uk and
have your say.
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SMASH YOUR
SALES RECORDS
WE AIM TO GENERATE 30% TO 50%
OF YOUR ANNUAL SALES IN JUST
17 DAYS...

GIVE YOUR CARPETS THE
FACTOR ...
WITH CARPENTER LUXURY
UNDERLAY

WOW

“I don’t know what the
secret is... every time it’s
magic, they’ve managed
to pull it off [again], and
that proves how
successful they are.”
Lisa Comber, General Manager, Vasey’s,
9th September 2009

CHOOSE GREENWOOD
Greenwood Retail’s professionally planned sales
events continue to produce record breaking results
for retailers all over the British Isles.
Even in a downturn.
If you would like to find out more about Greenwood
Sales, why not take look at our online brochure at
www.greenwoodretail.com or call Bernard Eaton
now on 01625 521010 or send an e mail enquiry
and we’ll be glad to explain the possibilities and
options we can offer you, without obligation.
Now booking for late Autumn 2009 and
Winter/Spring 2010 – the best launch dates
always go first.

CALL NOW ON 01625 521010

Super
Green

Step

®

For every step you take...

tel: 01457 861141
fax: 01457 853198

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

www.carpenter.ltd.uk

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com

email:glossop.sales@carpenter.com
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Opinion:
What about
the logistics?
In my humble opinion logistics
is the area that gets the least
attention in our industry, yet is
of vital importance, whether
you are an importer,
manufacturer or retailer. How
the item gets from the factory
door to the end user
determines the profitability
and customer satisfaction from
that sales transaction.
My experience is that this
area is often overlooked. I
remember years ago selling to
a large, well-known furniture
chain. The buyer had no idea
of the maximum weight or
carton size his company could
handle and he was not sure if
we would be delivering to
national distribution centres or
splitting containers to
individual stores. More
worrying was his
bewilderment of why I was
asking these questions.
The end user, who we all
work for, expects their
furniture to arrive in perfect
condition and on time.
Therefore it is simple to
conclude that the least
number of times that item has
been handled reduces the
chance of damage, the
transport mark up and the
chance of the delivery date
being missed.
At Flexiload 87% of our
business is straight from our
Asian warehouse to the retailer
in direct mixed product
containers. This logistics
approach answers the
previous questions, no extra
handling, lower cost and
speed. Other systems work

Simon Bonham

equally as well, such as floor
displays from UK
manufacturers who offer direct
home delivery.
Do you do your own home
deliveries? What training does
your staff have? What
impression do they and your
delivery vehicle leave with the
customer? Does it meet your
customers’ expectations? How
efficient is your warehouse?
Do you rotate stock well and
maximise floor space etc?
The next time you are
sourcing, ask a few questions,
find out how many times your
furniture will be handled
before it reaches you and
question the mark-up applied
to the item along the way.
Think ‘Will this supply chain
work and will I get the item
on time and in perfect
condition?’
Simon Bonham is Flexiload md
If you would like to express an
opinion, email
akidd@interiorsmonthly.co.uk
or write to Interiors Monthly,
124 Pembury Road, Tonbridge,
Kent TN9 2JJ. Name, address
and daytime telephone
number must be supplied.

New website
now live!
www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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New products

1
1 CPW Furniture’s Rough Sawn range strikes a balance between
contemporary lines and a rustic finish to ensure widespread appeal.
Constructed from 32mm thick timber, Rough Sawn offers a range of items
for living, dining and bedroom areas. Tel: 01797 225 014.

2

2 Bringing fashion to the floor, Roomz SR is the latest product to roll off
the Leolan development lines. Interpreting stone, ceramic and wood
designs in outstanding clarity, Roomz SR features Leolan’s Comfort Foam
to improve underfoot comfort over traditional cushioned sheet vinyl.
Giving a softer and more welcoming feel to vinyl, it is ideal for bathrooms
or relaxation areas. Tel: 0032 5665 3211.
3 Thanks to the simple measuring kit, clear instructions, installation
accessories and a two tread pack, Stair Make-Over can be installed by
budding DIYers as a weekend project making it the ideal in-stock to take
away today product for the retailer. Tel: 0031 4 0208 6222.
4 Passion is a new collection of drapery polyesters embellished with
contemporary satin embroidery from Prestigious Textiles for window
dressing and coordinating cushions. Passion comprises two contrasting
floral trails – peonies for Patricia and chrysanthemums for Penelope – plus
a boldly interpreted yarrow head design called Petra. Tel: 01274 688 448.

3

5 Hyder Living’s Z Bunk turns bedrooms into space saving homework
stations. With a solid square tube steel construction, swimming pool style
bunk ladder and a wood topped work area with keyboard slide and
shelves, the Z Bunk is ideal where space is tight. Tel: 01484 531 000.

5

4
14
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UNCOMPROMISING
INTEGRITY.
UNPARALLELED
RESULTS.
Today, the Lynch Sales Company
continues the tradition begun by its founder in 1914
when Lynch Sales Company originated the concept of
promotional sales to generate cash, expand or change
location, remodel stores, or update inventory.

We Think

Our Clients
Say it Best.
We don’t have to brag and boast. Our clients happily
do that for us. And, you can rest assured that we hold
signed and dated proof, including contact addresses
for each and every testimonial we use.
"On a final note, I would like to say to any retailer
who reads this letter, but is sceptical as to whether a
Lynch Sale is right for them, the results are
overwhelmingly positive."

Lynch Sales Company’s copyrighted Sale
Plans are strategically designed to achieve 20 to 30
percent of a store’s annual volume in just 30 selling
days. Through these Sale Plans, Lynch helps clients
throughout the United States, Canada and the United
Kingdom generate unparalleled in-store traffic and
millions of pounds in sales.

Mathew Philpott - Director
Philpotts of Hitchin
2nd August 2009

"The sales figures for July is probably 2.5 times what we
would have achieved with our normal sale, which makes it
our most profitable month in 16 years trading."
Howard Webb, Managing Director
Webb House Furnishers
26th July 2009

"......I have to admit that the results have exceeded our
wildest expectations. We have reached over 25% of our
annual turnover in just 22 days, which I feel in these
difficult times to be quite amazing."
Mr. J.E. Scadgell - Managing Director
H.G. Scadgell Ltd
4th July 2009

Lynch has worked with some of our nation’s
finest retailers including: House of Fraser, Beales Plc.,
Collingwood & Batchelor, Glasswells and Stollers to
help them achieve their business objectives; be that to
clear redundant stock, reposition a store, consolidate
or refurbish. Lynch has a plan which will help take
your business where ever you want it to go.

"I was greatly impressed with the response to the initial
mail out letter, which produced some 600 people through
the door within the first two hours, and 1,000 over the
opening day."
Richard Nunn - Managing Director
Richard Cook Furnishers, Ltd.
26th May 2009

Calll the
e Lynch
h Saless Companyy todayy forr a complete
e and
d to
o review
w ourr one
e page
e contract.. Or,
picture
b site:: www.lynchsales.co.uk
visitt ourr Web
UNCOMPR OMISING

I N T E G R I T Y.

U NPA R A L L E L E D

R E S U LT S .

LYNCH
S a l es C o mp a n y

®

E s tab lis h e d 1 91 4

CONTACT GARETH PRICE

Sign up for a
Lynch Sale today!

29 WARBLINGTON ROAD, EMSWORTH, HAMPSHIRE PO10 7HE
TEL: (0) 1243 378369
WWW.LYNCHSALES.CO.UK
Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom
Copyright 2009 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation
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New products

7

6

8

10
6 Amtico International has fused
complex metallics and contrasting hard
and soft materials to create Fiber; a
smooth flooring tile that encapsulates
real woven fabric. Two years in the
making, the collection gives the
appearance of a textile, but with a soft,
clean finish and the easy maintenance
you can expect from Amtico. Visit
www.amtico.com.

manufacturing from Mohawk
International, SmartStrand with DuPont
Sorona fibres is set to raise the bar in all
round carpet performance and appeal,
offering unbeatable stain protection,
time-tested durability, incredible
softness and eco-smart technology. It
brings stunning textures and colour to
the home. Tel: 01480 479 830.

7 For those wanting premium wide
parquet planks with inspiring aesthetic
elements and quality, Quick-Step has
the Palazzo range. With a length of
182cm and a width of 19cm, these
long, wide planks will add depth to a
room. The joint on the long side of the
plank provides extra perspective.
Tel: 00 32 5667 5211.

9 Quattro is a new mixed material range
from Barlow Tyrie, comprising stacking
armchair and lounger, lounger side table
and two dining tables. Quattro’s
contemporary design combines Textilene
with stainless steel for the stacking
armchair and teak arm inserts. The sun
lounger features Barlow Tyrie’s new
infinity backrest, which provides multiple
positions. Visit www.teak.com.

8 In another pioneering development in

10 Ethnicraft’s oak Shadow collection

16
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9

features pure forms and simplicity.
Straight lines and large surfaces are the
characteristics of this collection, as well
as the shadow lines between the robust
frame and the doors. The modest and
sober design makes this collection all the
more powerful. Tel: 00 32 3443 0100.
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Leading the way
in design and
innovation
From the ordinary to the extraordinary, whatever your project
requires, Pergo’s complete collection of laminate designs
means we have a ﬂoor to suit any environment. Continually
looking to the future, Pergo’s new product portfolio for 2010
will prove our commitment to design, innovation and durability.

jjj!cXeZb!Vb`

Seize new
opportunities

Be sure to attend the industry’s most important
annual event!
• Discover all the latest products, trends and innovations.
• Meet up with vendors, resellers, skilled tradespersons,
architects, interior designers and business peers – all at
one convenient time and place.
• Gather fresh ideas and inspiration for the year ahead.
• Check out the new “fliesen/tiles” show in Hall 4.

www.domotex.de

DOMOTEX asia / CHINAFLOOR in Shanghai, 23 – 25 March 2010
DOMOTEX Middle East in Dubai, 10 – 12 May 2010
Sector Marketing · +44(0) 1275335911 · info@hf-greatbritian.com
www.sectormarketing.co.uk
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12

New products

11

11 Natura Rustic Oak, exclusively from Earth Imports, delivers
value with bedside cabinets wholesaling at just £62.10.
Crafted from 100% oak, it features dovetail joints, diamond
dowels and antique brass fittings. Proportioned to meet the
demands of modern housing while delivering an understated
Victorian charm, all 15 pieces
are currently in stock. Tel:
01603 858 428.

16

15

12 Another exclusive from
Earth Imports is Natura
Home Office, the first
range of its kind to
address cable
management issues,
it says. In a
contemporary style
crafted from 100%
solid American white
oak, this 10-piece
range has hidden
features such as
secret drawers;
fully adjustable
shelving; discreet
keyboard trays;
reinforced filing
cabinet slides and
a cable duct to

13
keep cables and power blocks hidden. Tel: 01603 858 428.
13 The Maison Collection was the star of the Long Point show
for Derwent, with clean contemporary lines for a timeless
classic feel. This, combined with various fabric choices, makes
a strong statement about a modern lifestyle with comfort and
elegance. Étienne (pictured is the Grand sofa) and Lucien are
the first designs from the collection. Tel: 01773 604 121.
14 After 25 years of supplying the upper end of the fitted
bedroom industry and national showhomes, Ashmoors is
looking to expand into retailers of upholstered furniture and
interior designers, with its stylish and creative designs to
furnish any home. To see the complete range, visit
www.ashmoors.co.uk.
15 Boogie Nights from the Plantation Rug Company, launched
earlier this month, has become a bestseller overnight after
featuring in the Daily Express. The inexpensive 100% acrylic
rug with retro 1970’s swirls and geometric lines in psychedelic
shades was showcased as a good find for students –
withstanding spills and stains due to the material. Visit
www.plantationrug.co.uk.

14
18
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16 Homeserve’s new range of
furniture care kits for leather
and fabric upholstery, carpets
and wood were developed by
the leading supplier of care
products for furnishings,
Uniters. They are available
exclusively in the UK from
Homeserve. Tel: 01934 637
162 or email nigel.edwards@
homeserve.com.
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Hathaway Berbers
Made with British Wool in 15 rustic colours
Tel: 01827 831430 Fax:01827 831431
www.georgiancarpetsuk.co.uk
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Carpet

FAB FIVE
ON TREND
The Fun On The Floor/Scarlet Opus 2009 trend report identified
five key interiors trends and carpet is at the centre of them

Key shades
Pickle, Orange, Rich
Turquoise, Dark Teal,
Cerise, Maroon and Rich
Damson.

EASTERN ODYSSEY
An emerging influence, Eastern Odyssey is a huge trend that
will bring much needed colour and pattern to a darker season
such as autumn/winter.
In addition to the bright sari shades, the colour palette is
updated by the addition of rich spice and dark maroon tones
inspired by monsoon rain and mists.
Maroon is a key colour development in this trend, for
example its inclusion in decorating schemes through one
step of laying a new carpet will help to refresh rooms and
deliver a contemporary look. A visual opulence is reinforced by
the use of an orange toned gold as well as burnished copper
and brass.
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The hustle and bustle of Indian city streets with their jostling
crowds, decorative tuk-tuks, billboards and market stalls inspire
mash-up patterns and colour mixes that reflect the vibrancy of
life. Mash-up patterns include Kashmiri’s, Boteh borders and
Buti florals. This trend is not about coordinating, but lively mixes
of different patterns on upholstery, wallcoverings and oversized
wall decal motifs, curtains and carpets.
The abundance of pattern is balanced by areas of strong,
plain colour blocks, with the introduction of bold carpets which
can stop room schemes from looking chaotic. The juxtaposing
patterns enrich and add character while the plain areas
add depth and provide a calming foundation.
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NO NEED FOR DAMAGED FLOORS
PROTECT THEM FOR PENNIES

DON’T SEND YOUR CUSTOMERS ELSEWHERE FOR

FLOOR PROTECTION WHEN YOU CAN SUPPLY THEM YOURSELF
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SELF ADHESIVE FELT DISPLAY STAND
• How many times have your delivery drivers
scratched one of your customer’s floors?

220mm

• The self-adhesive pads take seconds to apply
Quality
display
stand for
instore

400mm
460mm

Complete Display Stand
Contents

Self Assembly

FRO

£20

• Save Thousands ££££’s in claims from
unhappy customers

High Quality
Self-Adhesive Felt
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• Keep a roll in your delivery van

Sizes available
17mm, 19x19mm, 20mm, 25mm
28mm, 30mm, 38mm, 40mm & 50mm

T
+VA

Commercial
Discount
Rolls

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING PRODUCTS
T
+VA

Leather Cleaner & Rejuvenator Kit
• How do you clean it?
• How do you feed it?
• What happens if you get ink
on it?
• What cloths do you use?
• What sponge do you use?

ach

£2 ReRP
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Everything you need in one box!

Cleans UK 1 Litre Professional Range

MOVING FURNITURE THE EASY WAY!
£7

T
+VA

RRP 9
9.9

£1

Ideal for moving all kinds of heavy furniture around for the
home and trade.
Moves suites, Desks, Tables, Storage Units, Computers,
Wardrobes, Cabinets and Much Much More!
Moves like a dream on lino, carpets, tiles, wooden floors etc.

As Seen
on TV

Stroolmount (UK) Ltd
Unit 3 Harvey Court, Harvey Lane, Golborne, Nr Warrington WA3 3QN

Tel: 08454 70 66 70 Fax: 01942 271271
www.stroolmount.co.uk

Email: info@stroolmount.co.uk
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Carpet
KING AND COUNTRY
This may sound rather serious and drab but this trend is not all
about severe austerity. There is a cheerfulness in its styling that
reflects the spirit of 1940’s wartime Britain.
An abundance of simple patterns inspired by the reworking
and recolouring of classic men’s suit fabrics, for example
tweed, herringbone and plaids, to create fantastic
carpets, upholstery that has patches of appliqué, cushions,
Key shades
Grated
Ginger, Sweet
Potato, Raw
Carrot, Basil,
Spruce,
Beetroot and
Rich Soil.

MAGIC GARDEN
This trend’s look can be achieved by the playful use of scale.
Much of the Alice in Wonderland story involves manipulating
scale and this is an important feature of furniture design and
interior design in 2010. Carpet’s essential role in this trend is to
provide a neutral or vivid base, either of which works well to
enhance the Magic Garden look.
Another important feature is storybook illustrations, with a
doodled, naive styling or narrative layouts that appear to tell a
story and have a logical progression, for example around the
edge of a plate, wallcovering or tabletop. These placement
patterns are much more interesting than conventional pattern
layouts.
The tangled foliage and colourful blooms of magical fairytale
gardens are an integral part of this trend. Vibrant mixes of largescale floral prints that appear to grow up wallcoverings and wall
decals create indoor country garden scenes. Floral wallcoverings
can be used to decorate fitted wardrobe doors and bedside
tabletops.
Carpets with tiny, scattered flowers also help to bring the
outside inside. For a bolder look, select a small scale gingham
patterned carpet or for a plainer look invest in a pale blue or
pale pink cut pile carpet.
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throws, lampshades and even wallcoverings.
For a more feminine touch, choose ditsy scattered floral
patterns (neats) reminiscent of tea dress fabrics for bedding,
curtains and wallcoverings. References to nature via pattern,
colour, form and materials are key. Working the land in our own
small ways and living in harmony with nature are key
aspirational characteristics informing the work of designers.
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Carpet
Key shades
Pale Putty, Putty,
Grey, Clay, Blue Ash
and Gun Metal.

PLAIN AND SIMPLE
The palette of putty hues provides a bare but warm foundation
and reveals dramatic toned shadows. Carpets play a key role to
create the calming soothing feel. Subtle, quiet pattern comes in
the form of self-coloured, raised, matt/shine and opaque/
transparent pattern elements on white bedding, lampshades
and tableware.
Very simple repetitive and mirroring geometrics, for example
Chinese Boxes, also embellish textiles, furniture and tableware
and help to convey harmony and balance. Wave textures and

rippling patterns express a calming ebb and flow while
scalloped edges on tableware and textiles convey a sense of
rhythm. Broad undulating ribbon formations form the basis of
new seating and lampshade shapes. A laser-cut patterned
leather or soft-cover armchair in a living or bedroom introduces
subtle pattern, texture and a focal point.
Art Deco furniture shapes can also look stunning as part of
this trend, but select simple curved pieces rather than angular
designs.

Key shades
Sunshine Yellow, Summer
Meadow, Candy Cane,
Peach, Apple, Summer Sky
and Alice Blue.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Carpet
IMPERIAL GLAMOUR
A trend is emerging for oversized furniture and huge
pendant lighting that adds tension and gravitas to design
schemes. The use of looming scales will also see furniture
units introduced that resemble huge monolithic slabs of
stone and create dramatic atmospheres, taking their
reference from communist buildings and monuments.
Carpets play a huge role in conveying on trend colour
in large blocks. There are also military influences
emerging that resemble the embellishments on highranking uniforms via metallic seating, tables and
decorative brocades, jacquards and heavy velvets used
as upholstery fabrics with wide braid trims. Velvet
trims are also added to blankets, throws and cushions
in rich colours.
This trend’s colour palette includes Caviar Black, Royal
Blue, Rich Damson, Purple and Russian Red. Plain carpets
in deep jewel colours such as Dark Sapphire Blue or Dark
Amethyst make stunning carpeting options that are
sumptuous and luxurious.
Chandeliers are adorned with lots of mini lampshades
and embellished with beading and coloured crystals.

Key shades
Emerald, Russian Red, Violet
Quartz, Rich Damson, Royal
Blue, Darkest Purple and
Caviar Black.
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Distinctive, Norwegian

Lifestyle

Norwegians enjoy stunning landscapes and natural environment and
these factors are never far from the everyday elements of the living
space. Purity and clean lines are the common factors drawn from
surrounding nature that are the essence of Norwegian Lifestyle.

Fjords designers create the products but you can adapt them to your
needs by choosing colours and textures. The collections allow you to
create the identity you want in your home.
HJELLEGJERDE UK LTD
5 Heron Gate, Hankridge Way, Taunton, TA1 2LR
sales@fjordsuk.co.uk

Woodside launches new Lapwing ranges in both Bedroom & Dining.
Call one of our agents today for an exclusive appointment to visit our trade showrooms.
South: Gary Priday - 07968 112403
North: Eddie Haetzman - 07968 112414
Scotland: Ian Crowther - 07930 314077

Northern Ireland: Dougie Yeates - 07850 313237
Lincolnshire: Graham Adams - 07711 036127
Channel Islands: Robin Humphrey - 0796 6227121

Woodside Furniture Ltd.,
Unit 4, Wreakes Lane, Dronfield, Derbyshire S18 1LN
T: 0114 229 0741 W: www.woodsidefurniture.co.uk E: sales@woodsidefurniture.co.uk

www.fjords.no
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Upholstery

DERBY
TOP FORM
Zanotta’s Derby armchair comes from a study of
ergonomics and ground-breaking technological processes

Zanotta says Derby’s overall shape is organically perfect
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‘When I visited Italy to improve my
studies on sculpture 10 years ago, I got
to know and appreciate design. I had a
real passion for works by Ron Arad and
Carlo Mollino, the former was modern,
and the latter classical. Their two visions
had in common the quest for curved,
organic shapes, dynamic items that
seemingly describe gestures made when
using them. I find it a timeless style
because it precisely meets the
requirements of modern living.’
Thus Noé Duchaufour Lawrance
introduces the story of his progress in
contemporary design that is packed with
successes, like the items designed for
Zanotta: the Dessouschic table and
console table in 2005 and the Derby
armchair, launched at ISalone in April.
‘This is an enveloping, ergonomic
bergère armchair; a harmonious, sinuous
item centred on a solid swivel steel base,’
says Duchaufour Lawrance.
‘To produce it Zanotta created a
manufacturing process based on top
quality industrial engineering. The body is
externally made of stiff polyurethane
upholstered with either leather or fabric.
‘Inside, the chair has elastic strip
springing and multiple-density
polyurethane padding. The technological
solution of moulding the body along
with the elastic strip springing creates a
harmonious unit with the padding.
‘An additional layer of polyurethane
adapted to the seat enhances softness.’
The armchair’s overall shape comes
from a study of the seat-back
relationship. It is innovative because the
production process organises the
sequence of each component’s
manufacturing processes.
They are first individually moulded, and
then calibrated, assembled and finished
with a highly technological sartorial
system. The result is a comfortable
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Changing of the Guard
Improved Protection Plans
from Guardsman
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Upholstery

The polyurethane body is upholstered in leather or fabric

Noé Duchaufour Lawrance
Born in 1974 in Mende, the designer lives and works between Paris
and Italy. From 1992 to 1997 he attended the Olivier de Serre School’s
metal sculpture section and then the University of Decorative Arts. He
exhibits in Paris, Milan and Tokyo.
Since 2000 he has strengthened his profession as designer, with the
interior design of public spaces, bars, restaurants and shops, including
Sketch in London, and designed the latest concept of Air France. He
has cooperated with Zanotta since 2003.

armchair that welcomes the body
with an organically perfect shape.
It is no mere chance that the
young French designer refers to a
group of creative designers who
are inspired by the elements and
shapes of nature and whose
masters count Mollino and
designers such as Ross Lovegrove.
‘Lovegrove’s approach to this
world of industrial items has
always fascinated me,’ says
Duchaufour Lawrance, ‘and since I
come from sculpture, I think I have
some excellent opportunities to
practice this profession.
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‘As a sculptor one acquires solid
knowledge of how materials react
to torsion and movement. One
learns to obtain forms and
volumes, and studies subjects such
as anatomy, geometry and
ergonomics. One becomes expert
in the strengths and thrusts
exerted by the body on forms. I
have loved art and nature since I
was very young. I spent a lot of
time moulding soft, sinuous items
with my hands.’
This article originally appeared in the
September issue of Zanotta
Happenings.
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Providing service the smart way
Nationwide in-home repair service
SERVICO is a leading independent furniture repair specialist to the furniture
industry and offer service to the whole of the UK, including southern Ireland.
We work with manufacturers, retailers and private customers across the whole of the
UK. Our dedicated call centre staff will meet your needs ANYWHERE in mainland UK
and make appointments on your behalf to suit your customer requirements.
Our team of fully trained technicians will report and rectify all problems professionally
and promptly.






















If you have a problem with your furniture we can solve it. Our multi skilled
furniture technicians are carefully selected and placed in areas of easy reach
to a home or business.
We have a flexible approach when selecting appointments and have a number
of options that can suit the lifestyle of the end user, we offer timed and
sensible bookings around the modern way of life and work commitments.

Service Contracts
Fix the cost of service
We will replace the products if faulty or damaged
Include delivery damages
We pay for replacement parts
Low cost solution
Why not extend your guarantee

After Sales Warranty
3 and 5 year plans to suit your needs
Accidental cover
Structural
Very competitive prices
Our insurance products are underwritten by our panel of
insurers and further details are available on request

How it works – Smart Serv Clients
Simply add your furniture problems to our user friendly Smart-Serv service management system
We will contact your customers directly and book appointment anywhere in the UK
Also use our auto booking system “Smart-Booker” and appoint your customer immediately
View all your customers details transparently
We offer integration and migration of data to fit your current system
Technicians to visit your customer, report and fix within 5 days
Report delivered by Smart Serv System with outcome backed up with on line images

Unit J
SK14 Business Park
Broadway
Hyde
Cheshire
SK14 4QF

Tel: 0871 246 0022
Fax: 0871 246 0033



E-Mail: service@servico-ind.com
Web: www.servico-ind.com
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Bordeaux Collection
A classic, rustic French influenced design, with elegant curves and modern clean lines
which enables this collection to fit perfectly into any town or country home.
Sophistically crafted from solid Oak and Oak Veneers
and finished in a subtle lacquer, the beautiful Bordeaux collection
eludes style from its timeless design to its simple finish.

Beautiful homes deserve beautiful furniture
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Tel: 0845 606 7004 Email: feedback@wguk.com www.wguk.com
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Advertising feature

FURNITURE ORIGINS (UK)
Furniture Origins is one of the largest, most successful
manufacturers of dining and bedroom collections in solid oak,
birch and ash. Its dining and bedroom ranges are
complemented with a wide selection of dining chairs and
occasional furniture.
For the past year Furniture Origins (UK) has operated from a
40,000sq ft site in South Wales, but the company will soon be
moving closer to Cardiff with its logistic partner Spectre
Logistics. The new site will be a state of the art 120,000sq ft
warehouse and head office incorporating a large showroom.
‘This will be used as a great “selling tool” as it is close to the
M4 motorway – thus allowing customers to view all our current
and new developments,’ says Steve Egan, Managing Director.
‘We will also maintain all of the current knowledgeable staff and
will continue to offer the wholesale and direct container options
that have proved so successful.’
One of Furniture Origins’ new collections is Savanah (pictured
on the front cover), an elegant white painted range with refined

CWO dining range

CWO bedroom range
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oak tops, available in both dining and bedroom, perfect for
elegant country living. Further collections will be launched over
the forthcoming months. For further details on current and new
collections, please contact your Furniture Origins area sales
manager or our sales office on 0845 223 4900. Our small unique
dedicated team each has an average of more than 20 years of
experience and is headed by Steve Egan, Managing Director.
CONTACT:
Andrew Cavaciuti: South/West/Wales Channel Islands,
andrewcavaciuti@hotmail.co.uk, tel: 07500 830 888
Barry Webb: Midlands and key accounts,
barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk, tel: 07702 603 971
Mike Brown: North England and Scotland,
maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk, tel: 07831 572601
Rossmore: Dermot McNally, Ireland
dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie, tel: 00 35 3 478 1366/478 1360
Teresa Reaney: Head of sales and marketing,
teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk, tel: 07971 349 834.
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Best of British

WHY BUY UK?
QUALITY AND VALUE
Two leading industry figures explain
why UK manufacturing is so important

The UK’s manufacturing industry has
suffered in recent years, but it is time to
use the skills and resources this country
has to offer, according to furniture and
carpet industry leaders.
‘After the incredibly difficult economic
conditions that the world has faced in the
last 18 months, the BFM will enter the
new decade confident that its members’
fortunes are on the rise,’ says Stuart
Chadwick, BFM chairman.
‘The government has woken up to the
fact that UK manufacturing really matters,
not only in supporting the British
economy but in arresting the rising tide
of unemployment.
‘Following previous recessions it has
taken our industry an average of three
years and three months to recover to a
pre-recession level of growth. However,
having had to fight against the deluge of
imported furniture that has hit the UK in
the past 15 to 20 years, BFM members
have become leaner, more efficient and
more operationally effective and,
therefore, in better shape to tackle the

‘UK manufacturing
really matters’
challenges that they are presented with.’
Chadwick says the British furniture
industry up to the early 1990s and since
the last war was built with the close
cooperation of UK manufacturing and
retailers, with countless benefits.
‘The BFM’s Ask If It Is Great British
Furniture campaign has been gathering
significant support and momentum
throughout 2009, which is an indication
of both the retail sector and the
consumer returning to British
manufacturing,’ he says.
The campaign’s focus has been on
unique selling points such as quality,
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value for money, shorter delivery times,
choice, better aftersales service, ethical
and moral issues, design and
craftsmanship. These factors are high in a
consumer’s conscience since, as a nation,
we seem to be moving from the
disposable lifestyle attitude, to a more
considered approach when purchasing
big ticket items. People want to buy the
best value for money, not just the
cheapest, says Chadwick.
‘If British manufacturers are therefore
competing on more than price alone,
then the long term future is very
bright as no matter what style
preference a retail customer or
consumer has, the diversity of the
industry means that traditional,
contemporary, classical and designer
tastes can all be satisfied by Great British
Furniture; just Ask If It Is.’
Rupert Anton, Carpet Foundation
marketing director says British made
products have long had a special place in
our hearts and homes.
‘Recent years may have seen us switch
from the workshop of the world to a
service based economy, but we still have
the skills and resources to make quality
products – and none more so than
carpet and we should celebrate that
and sell it, particularly as consumer
sentiment is so pro-British at the
moment,’ he says.
‘For consumers looking for quality,
performance and luxury from their new
carpet, the message should be clear –
Buy British. Our manufacturers use the
best materials and techniques and UK
made carpets are produced in
compliance with stringent environmental
regulations. Our manufacturers also
support the farming industry and
collectively are the biggest users of
British wool in the country. In their
communities they provide jobs, skills

and a sense of brand identity and pride.’
He points out the similarities between
retailers and UK manufacturers. In many
cases both are family-owned firms driven
by a passion and pride and steeped in
carpet. Manufacturers that support the
Carpet Foundation have more than 1,000
years of carpet making experience

‘We still have the
skills and resources
to make quality
products’
between them. Manufacturers and
retailers are run with dedication by
people who know everything about
carpet and understand and appreciate
the craftsmanship that goes into them.
Anton believes failure to support UK
manufacturers could have severe
ramifications for the UK supply chain and
rob the consumer of choice and what is
best in the carpet industry.
Turning one’s back on UK
manufacturers could particularly harm
independent retailers who pride
themselves on personal service and who
are well served by UK manufacturers.
Loss of production will lead to the loss of
the independent’s competitive edge, as
they are not in a position to commit to
buying containers of carpet from overseas
like larger retailers, he says.
‘We need to keep the UK
manufacturing base alive. Retailers need
the supply chain and the service. We
have seen what happens in other
industries when the UK manufacturing
base disappears. It is our industry that
supports and drives local economies and
our industry that produces a quality
product that is worth preserving and
selling.’
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Copies of the latest bedroom and lounge/dining furniture
brochure are available from Kingstown Furniture Limited, the
British manufacturer of value for money, assembled furniture.

BEDROOM & LOUNGE
FURNITURE

Request your copy from 01482 717225
or email: sales@kingstown.co.uk

Kingstown Furniture Ltd
Victoria House
Leads Road
Hull
East Yorkshire
HU7 0BZ
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Best of British

KINGSTOWN
TEST OF TIME
Shoppers are increasingly looking for products
that will last and support the local economy

With more than 30 years of
experience producing bedroom,
lounge and dining furniture,
Kingstown Furniture has seen
many trends come and go. But,
the trend for buying British is set
to continue, according to Geoff
Brailsford, Kingstown Furniture
group sales director, who says
consumers are increasingly
appreciating the benefits of
shopping closer to home.
‘As a result of the credit
crunch, consumers are trying to
make the most of their hard
earned cash and are looking for
products that are built well and
will stand the test of time. They
are looking closer to home in an
effort to support the UK
economy and this has certainly
been reflected in our sales to UK
retailers in the past year. At the
same time, exchange rates are
also working in our favour and
we believe all of these factors
will encourage the consumer to
continue to buy British postrecession.’
He believes that in recent years
consumers have grown to
understand the advantages of
buying British: buying from
people they can trust and who
will be there in the future.
Designs are aimed specifically at
the British market.
‘As a British manufacturer, we
are well placed to offer quick
delivery times and reduced
delivery costs. All Kingstown
products are made to order so
retailers can purchase as little as
one piece at a time for a specific
customer. Our just in time
manufacturing system also
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ensures that we never run out of
stock. We can react to problems
quickly and build close
relationships with our retailers so
they can contact us easily,’ says
Brailsford.
The firm has been working
hard to support retailers during
the recession, including
attending major and regional
exhibitions, placing show vans
around the country, providing
POS material, maintaining steady
communication with stores on
developments within the
business and updating the livery
on its vehicles. This is designed
to raise awareness and drive
Signature (below) and Aruba (above) are two bestselling ranges potential consumers to its
website and brochure hotline.
‘Kingstown always encourages
its retailers to communicate to
customers that British
manufacturers have high quality
standards. In fact, Kingstown
now carries a Union Flag and
British made caption on our
main brochure and the
Kingstown website also has a
Made in Britain theme to further
reinforce this message,’ he says.
As part of its continuous
improvement programme,
Kingstown is investing in new
machinery and vehicles.
‘Early next year will see the
launch of yet more innovative
designs and products and a
continued commitment to
operating with great care for the
environment and ensuring
working conditions for its
workers meet strict criteria that
may not always be the case with
manufacturers from other areas
New Kingstown vehicle livery of the world,’ says Brailsford.
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YOU CAN RELY ON IT

WHEN WE SAY IT’S

CORMAR CARPETS AREN’T JUST BRITISH-BASED,
THEY’RE BRITISH THROUGH AND THROUGH,
ALWAYS HAVE BEEN AND ALWAYS MADE USING
MATERIALS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY FOR LASTING
GOOD LOOKS
AND HARD-WEARING
CAPABILITIES.
CORMAR CARPETS’
AWARD-WINNING SERVICE
STARTS THE MINUTE THE YARN IS PUT ON THE
TUFTING MACHINES AT HOLME MILL, LANCASHIRE
AND CARRIES RIGHT THROUGH TO FAST DELIVERY
BY CORMAR’S OWN DEDICATED TRANSPORT FLEET.
YOU CAN ALWAYS RELY ON CORMAR
TO CONTINUE TO SET
THE BENCHMARK FOR
QUALITY, VALUE
AND SERVICE
THAT IS GENUINELY

www.cormarcarpets.co.uk
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Best of British

CORMAR CARPETS
SHOUT IT LOUD
The company is heavily promoting
its Britishness to consumers

Right:
Avebury and
Lindisfarne
ranges

The British Made by Cormar logo features on its delivery fleet

One of the few carpet companies to still
manufacture all of its products in the UK,
Cormar Carpets is raising awareness of its
home-grown heritage with a ‘British
Made by Cormar’ logo which will feature
on all sample books, swing tags and POS
for all units and lecterns.
‘We are proud to be one of the few
remaining British-made manufacturers,’
says David Cormack, marketing director.
‘It is very important to us to be seen to
be delivering British made, high quality,
affordable carpets. It seems it is also
becoming increasingly important to
consumers and retailers.’
For the consumer, buying British also
means supporting British jobs, something
that is an increasing issue for people
given the current economic climate.
‘It’s nice to know, for example, that
buying from Cormar helps to support
over 200 jobs in the north of England as
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well as over 50 van drivers and
sales reps nationally. Not only
are all Cormar carpets made in
the UK, but much of the wool
in yarn production is British
wool too,’ says Cormack.
Dealing with a manufacturer
which is locally based means it
is on the spot to take full
control of the manufacturing
and distribution process.
A good backup service in a competitive
marketplace is essential for retailers.
Cormar prides itself on offering a 48-hour
service to most customers through its 10
outbases nationwide which reduces lead
times and offers a flexible and reliable
delivery service.
‘We noticed that there was a surge of
support for British produced goods and
the logo is a reassurance to consumers
and retailers that our carpets are made in

Cormar’s Berwick collection in Woodash

Britain. Good UK companies continue to
thrive because retailers know that dealing
with a British-based company has many
advantages, especially when it comes to
service.’
Cormar was one of the pioneers of
tufted carpet production in Britain in
the mid-1950s and more than one
million customers choose a Cormar
carpet every year.
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Proudly made in the UK

Ball & Young Ltd
A Vita Group Company

www.underlay.com

Tel: 01536 200502
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WBH
TIDE IS TURNING
The cabinet manufacturer is seeing more and
more retailers appreciate UK manufacturing

Mark Woodberry, WBH md,
believes the tide is turning as an
increasing number of retailers
understand the benefits of UK
manufacturing.
‘Being a UK manufacturer may
not have been in vogue, but
more people now understand
the advantages. We may have
been a lone voice in the dark but
not now – the message means
more in the current economic
climate.
‘For example at Interiors
Birmingham in January, while
there was an abundance of
import opportunities, we saw
retailers with a purpose to buy.
Retailers’ buying strategies have
shifted to minimise risk, while
taking advantage of what UK
manufacturing can offer. At this
time people don’t want to tie up
resources. People questioned
whether their existing supply
chain fitted with the new reality.
They now wanted a respected
UK supplier,’ he explains.
Woodberry says the BFM’s Ask
If It Is campaign is now reaching
the end consumer as they are
starting to question the origins
of products. The UK element is
striking a chord because the
economy has forced people to
reconsider things they previously
viewed as acceptable.
‘Retailers are asking us for POS
that says “UK made”.’ In
response, the group is putting
Made in UK on as many
materials as possible, from POS
and literature to advertisements
and furniture packaging.
‘Retailers are recognising the
major advantages of UK
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manufacturing. We are trying to
promote that it is not just about
the product. As a UK
manufacturer we can take on as
much or as little of the service as
the retailer wants. We have
some stockists who after having
the product on the floor never
see it again as we handle
everything from the moment we
receive the order,’ he says.
‘Overseas suppliers cannot
integrate themselves into a
retailer’s business as we can and
form a proper partnership. With
imports it’s much harder to
create that partnership, suppliers
can change from month to
month. Retailers have recognised
they have viable options in UK
suppliers.’
Woodberry says its product
development is among the
quickest in the country. ‘Viable,
commercial products are turned
around really quickly so we can
fine tune products to current
trends. One retailer pointed out
a gap in the market to us
recently and that range will be
launched by the end of the year.’
The group is celebrating its
60th anniversary, an occasion
that doesn’t happen unless you
are an aware, responsive and
good company, he says.
WBH is a member of ACID so
design integrity is assured. ‘We
don’t take standard off-the-shelf
finishes, they are all developed
and exclusive to us. We keep
ourselves at the forefront of
technology and that has allowed
us to have the quality while
maintaining price points. We set
trends, not follow them.’
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WBH is proud to say ’made in the UK’

Mark Woodberry: WBH sets trends
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Crown
Twist
Where Great Carpets Begin
Tel: 01562 749300 www.victoriacarpets.com
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The only FIRA Gold
Award approved fibre
filled seat cushion

Produced from recycled post-consumer polyester
bottles, duratech offers tangible environmental benefits
whilst outperforming every other fibre filled seat cushion
under the exacting testing conditions of FIRA
Suite featured - Woburn Sofa in Black and Beige by Buoyant Upholstery

™

duratech ™
, the only FIRA Gold Award approved fibre filled seat cushion is value-engineered to be as
environmentally focused as it is resilient and comfortable. Manufactured extensively from recycled polyester
bottles and, owing to the advanced composition of the materials used, it requires substantially less filling with
no reduction in performance. With significant savings made to carbon emissions generated during fibre
production, duratech ™ is at the cutting edge of effective carbon footprint management.

duratech™, time to rethink what you expect from a cushion
For further information on duratech™ please contact our dedicated service team
on 01706 874000 or email sales@druryadams.co.uk
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VALE-BRIDGECRAFT
SHOWROOM SUPPORT
The upholstery company is adding
to its network of regional showrooms

Vale-Bridgecraft celebrates a joint total of
128 years of British manufacturing this
year and has made further investment in
its network of stockist support regional
showrooms. Europa Boulevard,
Warrington will be the location of its next
showroom that is scheduled to open its
doors in the New Year.
Stuart Chadwick, Vale-Bridgecraft md
says the company has a close relationship
with all its stockists and supports them
nationally with advertising.
‘We recognise the necessity to work
closely with our independent retailers and
deliver the message of the quality and
service synonymous with independents.
If the public want to examine a larger
range of our products they can visit one
of our show centres. All orders taken are
referred back to Vale or Bridgecraft
stockists,’ he says.
The company works in a niche area of
the market and tries to offer a product
that delivers original design and stands
the test of time while ultimately offering
good value for money.
‘We also strive to create and protect a
good retail margin for our stockists. Short
lead times support liquidity and the high
level of customer service available from
British companies helps enormously in
fending off foreign competition,’ he says.
British through and through the
company operates from Hebden Bridge,
West Yorkshire.
‘We are a major contributor to the local
economy and are proud of our
connections with the local community,’
says Chadwick. ‘The company is on full
production and summer and autumn
sales are well up on last year. One aspect
of the downturn has been the public’s
focus on British-made products and
supporting UK employment. This of
course has given UK furniture
manufacturing a well deserved boost.’
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The company is operating at full capacity for models such as Pompadour

All ranges, including Ella, are made in Hebden Bridge

The company also benefits greatly from
its strong connection with the AIS and
Minerva buying groups.
‘Both organisations actively support
British-made products and their

recommendation to members is of great
help. We were recently awarded the
2009 Gold Standard Award for service
and quality from AIS, repeating our
achievement of 2008.’
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ULSTER
INNOVATION
Investing in innovation and service is at
the heart of the company’s philosophy

Ulster’s manufacturing is vertically integrated

Ulster’s Oakapple

Innovation is at the heart of Ulster’s
policy of leading the market in terms of
technology and service. Its latest step
forward is the newly installed wilton
looms, with the capability of weaving 5m
width carpets for its Ulster Velvet and
York Wilton ranges. Ulster is the first
carpet manufacturer to offer 5m wide
premium quality, plain woven wilton
carpets in the UK, it says.
All 42 York Wilton and 42 Ulster Velvet
colours are now available in colour
matching widths – 5m, 4m, 3m, 2m and
1m, and held in stock for rapid delivery,
maintaining the company’s distinctive
reputation for multi-width options across
all its ranges.
Woven carpets are manufactured in
one of the world’s most technically
advanced carpet weaving plants, with a
vastly reduced carbon output, minimising
its impact on the environment.
Ulster was the first company in
Northern Ireland and the first textile
manufacturer in the UK to achieve the
Carbon Trust Standard certification. This
award is given to organisations that have
measured, managed and reduced their
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carbon footprint year-on-year. Ulster has
worked with the Carbon Trust since 2001
and been able to reduce its carbon
footprint by 44%.
Given that all woven manufacturing
remains in the UK and is vertically
integrated, Ulster controls all aspects of
the manufacturing process from the
selection of materials to yarn spinning at
its Ulster Yarns plant in Ravensthorpe,
West Yorkshire, weaving and finishing.
This provides quality control, consistency
in colour, long-term security of supply
and a highly reliable service.
Ulster has also recognised the
resurgence of patterned carpets and
classical design, with its most recent
axminster range – Country House
Collection – the biggest launch since
Sheriden in 1994. Each of the three
designs – floral Melrose, plaid Beaumont
and Persian Kazan (also a coordinating
runner) – is distinctively different but have
a complementary colour palette resulting
in standalone products or coordinating
designs. An 80% wool, 20% nylon yarn
blend, it is available in five colour
matching widths.

Elements Wilton’s Cascade design

Another addition is the Elements
Wilton range with four textured designs –
Manhattan, Mirage, Cascade and
Lagoon. It is an 100% wool cut loop
woven wilton in four natural
colourations. For residential and
commercial applications, there are a
variety of textured designs and are a
contemporary alternative to plain carpet.
‘Customers can be reassured by the
company’s worldwide reputation for
excellence, finest quality merchandise and
guaranteed high level of customer
service.
‘Our wealth of carpet design and
colours will satisfy every taste and help
create rooms with a luxurious and
timeless appeal,’ says Jeremy Wilson,
residential sales director.
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Woodside are proud to launch the Nimes Dining range which has been designed to match the
hugely successful matching bedroom range. With its proven warm golden tones and strong
lines designed for UK homes, this range will attract sales to be proud of.
Call one of our agents today for an exclusive appointment to visit our trade showrooms.
South: Gary Priday - 07968 112403
Northern Ireland: Dougie Yeates - 07850 313237
North: Eddie Haetzman - 07968 112414 Lincolnshire: Graham Adams - 07711 036127
Scotland: Ian Crowther - 07930 314077 Channel Islands: Robin Humphrey - 0796 6227121
Woodside Furniture Ltd.,
Unit 4, Wreakes Lane, Dronfield, Derbyshire S18 1LN
T: 0114 229 0741 W: www.woodsidefurniture.co.uk E: sales@woodsidefurniture.co.uk
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SOMNUS
HERITAGE
The brand has more than 160 years
of history and technical innovation

The Somnus bed name has been in
existence since 1840. It bloomed in the
1930s selling its luxury mattresses and
beds to leading hotels and cruise liners
and in 1940 it produced its 20 millionth
mattress. In 2000 Harrison Beds bought
the renowned brand.
‘The Somnus brand has been given a
new lease of life and relaunched with
new ranges, but still holding true to its
core values,’ says Alan Scott, Somnus,
sales and marketing director.
The revamped luxury bed brand is now
selling to the most respected names in
retailing such as Barker & Stonehouse and
Harrods. It has always been a natural
leader in technological innovation,

developing its
double tiered
spring system
in 1924.
At the heart of each
Somnus bed in the 2009 collections
is the patented Sense pocket spring
system, designed to provide deep
support, natural posture and extreme
comfort that only the multi-tiered
technology can deliver.
Sensa was launched in 2007 and is
now a key part of all its new products.
The multi-tiered technology dissipates the
sleeper’s weight across a higher number
of independent pocket springs providing
greater stability, durability and support.

Somnus’ Legend

This unique selling feature separates
Somnus from its competitors and helps to
create natural posture and extreme
comfort for its customers.
No compromises have been made with
each of the fillings selected for their
individual quality and character to create
the best in bed system integrity and
comprehensive customer choice.

VICTORIA CARPETS
CLICKING WITH CUSTOMERS
Simple and efficient ordering can
now be achieved online

Ordering online is fast and simple

Victoria Carpets has introduced an easy
to use online ordering facility for stockists
at http:b2b.victoriacarpets.com.
The simple to use website means that
once registered, retailers can reserve
carpet for up to seven days or place an
order quickly and simply.
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When placing the
order, a picture of
the carpet is shown
to ensure the correct
product is ordered.
On ordering,
retailers can see the first possible dispatch
date and can select the day they want it
delivered, up to two months ahead. This
allows the consumer to be given accurate
information and fitting arranged.
The retailer can select where the order
is delivered to: the default location, likely

to be the store or warehouse, or an
alternative destination as it is linked with
the manufacturer’s transport system. It is
also linked to Victoria’s accounts
department to ensure retailers cannot
place orders above their credit limits. This
sensitive information is not displayed on
screen.
The company points out that the
system does not replace telephone
ordering and it has no plans to reduce
the number of telephone operators.
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SWEET DREAMS
OTTOMAN EMPIRE
Introducing another style option
on all models has brought benefits
Eternity from the Well Being collection

Lancashire bed manufacturer Sweet
Dreams has opened fresh sales avenues,
thanks to the introduction of an
ottoman style across its extensive range
of divans. The company has won several
large accounts in new areas thanks to
this offer, and ottoman beds have also
provided more opportunities for sales
with existing stockists.
‘The introduction of an ottoman style
to every divan in Sweet Dreams’ luxury
collections, and selected models from
the other collections, has been a major
spur to sales in a year when trading has
been difficult for everyone,’ says Jackie
McGarvey, Sweet Dreams sales manager.
‘Take-up of the ottoman has been

Sweet Dreams has always prided itself
on its wide range and choice of
specifications. The divan offer extends
across six collections, with the top four,
Well Being, Pocket Spring, Sleepzone and
Nature’s Fresh – introduced this year –
comprising some 20 models. All of these
beds are available as ottomans, in single
size as well as doubles and king size.
All the company’s divans – ottomans
included – are made in the UK, at
Sweet Dreams’ premises in Burnley.
Camomile from the Nature’s Fresh collection Also, as many components as possible
are sourced in the UK. Thanks to its UK
base, all models are offered on 10
excellent, with an ottoman bed now
working day delivery along with a home
accounting for a significant proportion of
delivery option.
divan sales.’

AXMINSTER
GOING GREEN
The company has developed an
environmentally friendly collection

With environmental concerns an everimportant issue, Axminster Carpets has
shown its commitment to the
environment with the development of
the carbon neutral Swaledale collection.
As the collection uses wool from the
Swaledale breed of British sheep and
is manufactured locally with an
independent third-party assessment of
the carbon footprint from its production,
the company is confident Swaledale will
become one of the most talked about
carpets.
Swaledale sheep have wool with an
inherent amount of grey fibre. This
characteristic, which is more pronounced

in the lighter shades, gives the carpet a
unique look not seen in other ranges.
To achieve a carbon neutral status for
the 80/20 wool-rich Swaledale, Axminster
Carpets underwent an independent
assessment of its carbon footprint for all
operations. Aspects examined included
not only the energy consumed in the
manufacturing process at Axminster
Carpets, Curragh Carpets and the
Buckfast Spinning Mill, but also the
carbon emissions attributed to flights, rail,
lorry and car journeys associated with
sales and distribution.
Axminster says the results are among
the lowest in the industry and are set to

Swaledale

reduced further in the near future due to
advances in manufacturing technology.
From these figures, Axminster Carpets
calculated Swaledale’s carbon footprint
and invested in a number of projects in
the UK and other countries, including
wind and wave power and reforestation,
to offset all carbon emissions.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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METRO MOVES MEMBERS
Flooring buying group Metro has
brought its members firmly into the
21st century by allowing them all to
sell online.
‘Carpet1st.co.uk is our ecommerce
consumer website, which enables our
members to sell carpets, rugs, naturals,
vinyl, ceramics, laminates, wood, etc
online 24/7,’ says David Kipping, Metro
md. ‘In addition to the main website we
have registered a domain for each of our
members, where they host a
personalised version of the website. Not
only can consumers order flooring
online, but the website features a
24-hour sample service on our full range
of own-labelled products, in addition to
inspirational images, roomsets and
buying advice.
‘It is an impressive and professional
flooring store online.’
On entering their postcode consumers
are automatically directed to the nearest
member website, and since the
products are own-branded, it will make
it difficult for consumers to shop around,
thereby preventing prices being driven
down and margins suffering, he says.
‘Sample requests can be followed up
by our retailers offering measuring and
estimating, installation and accessories,
and importantly, inviting consumers to
visit their stores as they will be the local
store, who can service sales properly.
‘Quite simply, we seek to drive
Internet enabled consumers into our
members’ stores, to develop traditional
face-to-face business.’
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Kipping says the website is a major
investment for the group, having
functionality and layout that would
compare favourably to the very best
websites to be seen in any industry, and
yet this cutting edge technology is now
available to members who may not be
up to speed with the latest online
technology.

‘Carpet1st.co.uk puts them right up
there with companies who have spent
small fortunes to achieve the same
result. Like it or not, the Internet is
here to stay and will continue to
increase its influence in our industry as
time goes on.
‘As a group of retailers we cannot
ignore it – and so we are being
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ONLINE
For more information on
www.carpet1st.co.uk or how being a
member of Metro buying group can help
your business contact:
Metro Group, Metro House, 21 Chorley
New Road, Bolton, Lancashire BL1 4QR
Tel: 01204 393539
Fax: 0871 7145136
website: www.carpet1st.co.uk

proactive in finding how we can use it’s
power to our advantage and still retain
good margins. This may be beyond the
scope and resources of many retailers
as individuals, and shows the benefit
of a major progressive buying group,’
says Kipping.
As well as the extensive level of
Carpet1st own brand products, Kersaint

Cobb and Crucial Trading rugs can be
purchased.
While consumers are browsing for
flooring, no indication of pricing is given.
If having found a product, they click on
View Price, they must enter their
postcode to be given the information.
As well as flooring, the website
contains a guide to measuring floors, an

inspiration gallery, a guide to flooring
and information about the free delivery.
Shoppers are told that the retailer will
be in touch to discuss fitting and fitting
accessories. Consumers can also order
samples and there is also a telephone
helpline. Products are displayed by three
categories: New Products, Best Sellers
and Special Offers.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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“Unfortunately
we still have to buy
from overseas”
Dave Semmens, MD Happy Home Furnishers. South Wales

“We’re Welsh through and through - our first store
opened in Port Talbot in 1979 and now we operate
right the way across South Wales.
But everything is driven by the customer, so for years
we’ve had to scour the globe to give them the highest
quality merchandise, at the keenest possible price,
with the highest levels of service.
Inevitably we’ve had to buy from overseas - if you can
call the Bristol Channel a sea.
For over 25 years our main supplier has been Caxton.
They’re English, so we’ve always been hard on them…
but they’ve never let us down.
Recently however, like everybody, we’ve been sourcing
some merchandise from China. And this has made me
appreciate what Caxton do for me - especially given
the current trading conditions.
They deliver in 4 weeks, direct to my customer if
required. No need to carry any stock, no currency
nightmares. Huge range, all covered by a 1 year
manufacturer’s guarantee. Great marketing support
programme and after sales backup. Plus the
reassurance of dealing with a UK company that’s been
around for 60 years.
In future I suspect the nearest I may get to China is
the restaurant they take me to in Weston-super-Mare”

To find out how we could help your business, call 08700 600 555 today.
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BRITISH WOOL
WARNING CALL
The loss of the UK’s remaining wool scouring plants
would cause huge problems for the carpet industry

The British Wool Marketing Board
(BWMB) plays an integral part in the wool
textile world. It considers its role within
UK wool manufacturing as an industry
guardianship, particularly as more and
more manufacturing heads overseas.
The BWMB, which auctions British
Wool on behalf of 50,000-plus UK sheep
farmers, says maintaining the UK
infrastructure is vital as the ongoing
bleed of spinning, dyeing and
manufacturing to other countries means
it will weaken the position for everyone
still manufacturing here.
Ian Hartley, BWMB ceo says the
industry has to consider the damage to
the overall UK textile industry. Scouring
(washing) of wool in the UK is now only
done by the remaining two commission
scourers in Yorkshire and these rarely
work to full capacity (along with
Axminster’s in-house facility).
He says the importance of scouring
houses to the UK carpet industry should
not be underestimated. Wool sold in the
UK needs to be fully washed of the
grease and impurities before it can be
spun and dyed before manufacturing.
It is a costly process, due to the high
cost of maintaining a system that meets
EU effluent regulations to protect the
environment. Scouring in non-EU areas
is done less expensively because strict
effluent checking processes are not in
place.
‘British scouring houses have had
considerable investment that ensures
they remove a high level of impurities.
Environmental impact is now a major
concern and Government regulation is
growing increasingly specific, something
the UK scourers take seriously and this
enables manufacturers to know that the
fibre has been processed responsibly and
without damage to the environment,’
explains Hartley.
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Scouring washes away any impurities prior to manufacturing

‘While cheaper options exist elsewhere,
we have to bear in mind that maintaining
scouring in the UK is critical because if
wool is sent elsewhere to be scoured, it is
more likely to be spun and manufactured
there. Ultimately, we need to keep
scouring in the UK, so that the chain of
production that follows on from it within
this country is also maintained.’
Through its Origin is Everything
campaign, the BWMB has sought to
highlight British wool as a natural,
sustainable fibre and promote the whole
British theme to inspire retailers to
consider and promote British textiles to
consumers.
‘Our campaign reflects the recent trend
for all things British but it is based on our
knowledge that support for British-made
product is key to keeping our UK industry
alive and kicking. Textile manufacturing in
the UK is not one but a chain of events,
that will falter without each link being
looked after and maintained. We should
not look at each area of production in

isolation of the other as this will not help
the industry as a whole.’
While, the heyday of textiles has long
since gone from the UK, Hartley says:
‘There is a stronghold of quality
manufacturers here that maintain high
standards and produce excellent product.
Our aim is to ensure that continues.’

Ian Hartley, BWMB ceo
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RYALUX
WILLIAM CLASSICS
The carpet manufacturer has honoured
its founder with a contemporary collection

Ryalux has honoured its founder William
Lomas, naming its contemporary William
Classics collection after him. Lomas
founded the company in 1970, after
producing his first bespoke carpet from
his investment in a single-pass tufting
machine. This unconventional method of
small batch carpet production allowed
him to uniquely offer his customers a
high quality carpet in any colour and any
size, a proposition which is still at the
heart of Ryalux today.
William Classics is a wool collection of
twists, velvets, plain and striped loops.
These four textures have been created to
work on their own or coordinate with
each other, bringing a classic or
contemporary look to the home.
The 72 colours take their inspiration
from both the latest trends and
traditional style to bring homeowners
the best of British design and style. All
carpets in the collection have been
treated with Ryaguard stain protection
system, making them suitable for use
anywhere in the home.
Darren Clanford, Ryalux creative
director says the colours and textures of
the collection are a true celebration of
classic British style.
‘William Classics has been tailored to
suit a discerning market, with every
single colour selected to appeal to a wide
range of customers and their spectrum of
tastes. The fresh colour palette has been
designed to allow the creation of
beautiful, stylish interiors with a
quintessential British feel. After all, the
collection is named after Ryalux’s founder,
William Lomas, who was a true British
gentleman,’ says Clanford.
Available in 4m and 5m widths,
William Classics has replaced the
Lomas Chatsworth and Devonshire
ranges. The range is supported with
updated POS.

Candy Cane

Savile Row

Coffee Kisses

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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MASTERPIECE
FORWARD PLANNING
Retailers are taking advantage of market
conditions to position themselves for an upturn

A recurrent theme among visitors to the
MasterPiece stand at the National Floor
Show was a desire to position for an
upturn and be more robust in a
downturn, says Charles Pearson,
MasterPiece Systems ceo.
‘Several retailers are taking advantage
of current slower conditions to introduce
new systems while there is time to think.
We can make savings and encourage
footfall in the short term while being a
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key element of a leaner, more profitable
business down the track,’ he says.
MasterPiece can be used on a tablet PC
in the customer’s home. Customers are
impressed with the ability to enter
measurements and planning directly on
screen. They are even more impressed,
says Pearson, when the estimator shows
them the estimate and can rapidly cost
different options. A printed estimate is left
with the customer.
‘The cost
savings with
MasterPiece
derive from
achieving more
throughput
with less effort
and reduced
mistakes.
Consider how
much time is
currently spent
writing down
customer
details multiple
times, doing
and revising
cutting plans,
costing and
re-costing jobs
and writing up
estimates and
fitting sheets.
With
MasterPiece all
these tasks
become either
fully or largely
automated,’
explains
Pearson.
‘Customer
service
continues back
in the shop

Measurements are taken in the customer’s home

with the ability to rapidly access any
customer’s job. Estimates can be revised
at telephone speed and emailed to the
customer. When the fitting day arrives
both the customer and fitter have agreed
detail on furniture removal etc, so
misunderstandings are avoided.’
This means that misunderstandings
that can sour the relationship with the
customer are therefore minimised.
Finally, beyond the fitting customer
details are still in the archive for use in
marketing, or for rapid recall when the
customer next makes a visit.
‘By the time the next recession bites,
mailshots to previous customers held in
the MasterPiece archive will drive footfall.
Not only are names and addresses held,
but also the rooms measured but not
fitted can be seen. Mailshots can thus be
targeted with illustrative prices based on
the specific rooms of likely interest,’ he
says. ‘And when the customer visits the
store, the details are readily at hand.
‘For businesses which have seen
through the tough conditions so far,
the best time to invest is now,’ says
Pearson.
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CROWDED HOUSE
COVERING ALL ANGLES
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The number of retailers selling rugs has increased

Fairwind

The UK rug market is worth about
£100m (at MSP), but is unlikely to see any
growth in the value of sales until 2011,
according to AMA Research.
‘Value growth has been constrained by
the entrance of new suppliers into the
sector, which has led to increasing
competition and pressure on prices.
Declining market conditions as a result of
the credit crunch and its effects on the
global economy will continue to erode
consumer spending, particularly in the
short term, and rug suppliers will face a
difficult few years, with the market
unlikely to resume its former buoyancy
until mid to late 2011,’ says its
Floorcoverings UK 2009-2013 report.
Recent years have also seen more
retailers enter the market, including
furniture retailers wanting to increase
accessory sales from a sector many see as
requiring little sales skill or floorspace;
online retailers hoping consumers will
buy online without seeing the quality of
the rug; and supermarkets increasing
their home offerings.
This has created a large increase in the
number of rugs available to consumers,
but no rise in the value of the market.
Evidence of a cake being spread more
thinly recently came from Carpetright
when it cut back on floorspace allocated
to rugs and laminate flooring.
It was this link with laminate and wood
flooring that provided the bulk of sales in
recent years.
‘The rise in popularity of smooth
floorcoverings, in particular wood and
laminate, but also more recently natural
stone, has helped to drive demand for
rugs, with natural wood floors in
particular providing the perfect setting for
attractive, individualistic rugs that are
often the focal point of the room,’
according to AMA.
The research firm is also more

Dunelm Mill

The trend for wood and stone floors has
brought more retailers into the rugs market

Shoppers want to know where the rug was made

optimistic about the ongoing success of
both sectors, given suggestions of a
move away from laminate to wood.
‘The popularity of hardwood and
natural stone flooring will continue to
buoy the market and rug sales are likely
to be underpinned by the fact that they
are a relatively cost-effective, fast and

simple way to change or upgrade a
room,’ it says.
One sector of the rug market that has
been relatively unaffected by the
recession is Oriental rugs, where
upmarket shoppers have continued to
spend on what many consider as
investments.
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CRUCIAL TRADING
EXPRESSIONISM
More and more shoppers are turning to
bespoke rug designs to show their individuality

The wool Olympus

Crucial Trading’s bespoke rug offering is
an important part of its business as
consumers want to express their
individuality rather than buying ‘off the
peg’ rugs.
‘Our rugs are all about quality of the
materials and workmanship. The Crucial
Trading rug-making facility in
Kidderminster produces rugs of the
highest standard due to a long-serving
and experienced team of craftspeople, the
many quality checks done throughout
the manufacturing process and the use of
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only the highest standard of products.
‘Because our rugs are bespoke, using
any one of our 326 broadloom products
and 137 borders, the possible
combinations are as limitless as the
consumer’s imagination,’ says Michael
Turner, Crucial Trading, general manager.
‘The ability for the consumer to order a
rug at “any size” up to a maximum of 7m
(special requirements will always be
considered) and subject to the width of
the broadloom is a key attractor.’
With so much choice, selecting a

The sisal Mahale

design could be daunting for some
shoppers. To make the process easier the
company’s new display stand, the Design
Hub, shows larger samples and is
designed to work with its Rug Borders
Book launched last year. The Design Hub
displays rug examples and holds the Rug
Borders Book.
The large format of the book allows
the entire borders range to be seen at a
glance, making choosing even easier. Any
of Crucial’s broadloom products can be
made into rugs and consumers can
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The wool Linear

choose to have a single border, double
border or border with piping. ‘Our
borders are lined which gives a lovely
feeling of luxury to the finished rugs and
we also properly mitre the corners, with
internal sewing, rather than simply
folding them.’
Retailers can contact their business
development manager to discuss
sampling for rugs. Some retailers display a
large rug or runner for impact, while
others display multiple rug samples.
This year saw the launch of a series of

brochures to give consumers more
information while trying to create their
dream rug at home.
‘Our new format brochures feature all
of our products printed as colour
accurately as possible at 100% of actual
size. Each page is perforated so the
consumer can sit at home and tear out
the borders and broadloom they are
interested in and have a good play at
designing their rug, placing the
samples exactly where their intended
rug will lie,’ says Inga Morris, Crucial

Trading marketing manager.
And if they don’t want to do this
they can use Crucial’s award winning
www.crucial-trading.com website to try
out the combinations, either at home or
in-store.
‘There are a few ways that retailers can
work out a price for our rugs. They can
either ring the Crucial Trading sales office,
work off our price list which also contains
pricing examples, or they can use our
online rug builder which will give them a
suggested retail price,’ says Turner.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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SHOW STOPPERS
COVERING ALL ANGLES
There were a multitude of rugs at 100% Design
and Decorex, here are some of the best

Right: Liz
Eeuwes’
Strathmore
Below: Print Tuft
& Fold’s
Rhythmical
runner
Bottom right:
Knots Rugs’
Moroc Star
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Knots Rugs unveiled its third Florence
Broadhurst collection, introduced fashion
designer Tracey Boyd’s rug range based
on her fabrics and wallcoverings and
fabric firm Borderline’s first rug collection
while previewing its Loverugs brand.
Jacaranda introduced the Lustre range
in four sizes, all held in stock, while
adding two designs to its Himalayan
collection following a design competition
among Huddersfield University’s surface
design students.
Liz Eeuwes’ debut collection is inspired
by the colours and structures of the
Scottish landscape. Print Tuft and Fold,
made up of soft furnishings designer Zoe
Beck, fabric designer Kim Bassett and rug
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designer Claire Alderdice showed off
Alderdice’s Rhythmical runner.
Spanish manufacturer La Alpujarrena
focused on texture in its contemporary and
classical designs while Riviere introduced
Electric Eel, combining hand-knotted Tibetan
wool with Chinese silk in muted colours.
The Rug Company debuted collections from
designers including Tom Dixon, Neisha Crosland,
Emily Todhunter, Suzy Hoodless and Katrin Cargill
alongside the Lacy X and Fish rugs from Eva Zeisel.
Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby’s launches for the firm
centred on animal characters in bright hues.
Emery & Cie opted for a dark blue palette for the majority of its
launches but preferred grey for its antique chinoiserie rug.

Emery & Cie’s antique chinoiserie

La Alpujarrena’s Vertigo

Jacaranda’s Lustre

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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RUGS WITH FLAIR
INFINITE PASSION
For a quarter of a century, the company has
shared its expertise for rugs with consumers

Rugs with Flair added to its award
winning product offer at last month’s
National Floor Show.
‘Launches included the luxurious
shaggy Tangle range. Made from 50%
heatset frise and 50% shiny polyester
yarn, it is available in a stunning
collection of vibrant and natural shades,’
says Jennifer Doran, marketing designer.
New designs and colours were
introduced to existing ranges including
Infinite, Splendour and Monte Carlo,
while a large collection of circular rugs
were launched featuring designs and
colours from the Infinite, Splendour and
Starlet ranges.
‘At Harrogate we had lots of positive
feedback from customers saying that we
were one of the few companies at the
show investing in new designs.
Retailers also particularly liked
the new Splendour designs
which are available in a
variety of colours,’ says
Doran.
Since its foundation 25
years ago, the family run

business has established itself as a market
leader in the design, importation and
distribution of quality rugs.
‘Our experience and expertise is rugs.
We are passionate about what we do
and we constantly strive to provide all
our customers with fresh and innovative
designs. We offer a diverse collection of
rugs from cutting edge concepts to more
traditional designs in many textures and
qualities, allowing us to meet the
demands of all our customers’ tastes and
budgets,’ says Doran.
‘We also sell a number of accessories,
including anti-slips, stain removers and
rug clips. All this, and our promise to
endeavour to provide fantastic value and
excellent service, makes Rugs with Flair a

Infinite’s Damask

highly recognisable and trusted
trademark among rug retailers and
consumers.’
Tastes may change from year to year
but the company’s Infinite range is a
long-term bestseller. Part of the range,
Damask, won the Home Products of
the Year award at a major show, judged
by a panel including designer Linda
Barker. Earlier this year Interiors Monthly
readers voted the company Best Rug
Supplier 2009.
‘Our dedicated team prides
itself on providing a service
second to none and
constantly strives to deliver
the values the business
was founded on 25 years
ago,’ says Doran.

Tangle’s Majestic (above left). Shazam is one of the new Splendour designs (above right) and Starlet’s Twilight is one of the designs available in circles (inset)
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RETAIL STARS
X FACTOR
Knowing what your competition is
up to can provide an advantage

Staying one step ahead of the
competition is vital to success,
and knowing what they are up
to is a large part of that. So
what are retailers offering in the
way of contemporary rugs?
Dunelm Mill has a wide
selection of rugs among its
successful homewares offering
including the Jigsaw, which
retails from £34.99.
Fairwind’s black and white
Shifting Sands rug is fairly
traded, made in Kashmir and
available in two sizes (180cm x
120cm and 150cm x 90cm). The
company also offers an ‘any
size’ option, retailing at £11 per
30sqcm.
Mac & Mac’s offer includes
the Hemp Rug from Calligaris,
available in natural, red and black in two sizes:
170cm x 240cm and 200cm x 300cm.
Sheerhome’s rug collection contains a number of stag
designs, handmade from 100% wool, while The French
Bedroom Company opts to be different with its cowhide rugs.
The cowhides are from organic British cows. It claims the extremely
high-shine coat, thick skin and fluffy hair means it will last twice as
long as a standard hide and give increased light reflection around the
room. Hides are tanned in the UK for a low carbon footprint.

Above: The French Bedroom Company’s cowhide rug
Left: Mac & Mac’s Hemp rug
Below: Sheerhome’s stag design

Left: Fairwind’s
Shifting Sands
Right: Dunelm
Mill’s Jigsaw
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BITA
ON THE ROAD AGAIN
After the success of its three previous roadshows, more
than 20 companies embarked on a six-stop tour

Sunflex’s Sunlover

If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it could have
been the maxim of British Interior Textiles
Association members as they set off on a
tour of venues across England, visiting
Cobham, Exeter, Ipswich, Leicester,
Manchester and Newcastle from 13-24
September.
The aim was to attract retailers who
may not have time to visit large
exhibitions but wanted to see the latest
furnishing fabrics, curtains, blinds, poles,
trimmings, cushions, bedding,
wallpapers, rugs and other accessories.
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Brands included Alhambra, Concept
Textiles, Curtain Express, Drapes,
Globaltex, Hallis Hudson, Hardy, Jones
Interiors, Norwood, Pavilion, Prestigious
Textiles, Simpson Interiors, Speedy
Products, Sunflex, Swatch Box, Swish, TRU
Textiles and Whiteheads.
Whiteheads’ Matthew Crew says: ‘We
have attended all the shows from the
beginning two years ago and it is finally
getting some momentum so we are very
encouraged. In Cobham we were
overrun with visitors.’

Prestigious Textiles’ Honshu

Hallis Hudson expanded its Neo metal
pole collection with new chrome and
black nickel finishes, a larger 35mm
diameter range, and a 5m length onepiece pole in stainless steel-effect finish.
All components are offered separately so
consumers can cover larger windows and
bay windows more effectively.
It also debuted three tieback
collections. Twister is a small scale, short
embrace tieback with a bi-colour, spiral
style of mould. Abacus is a tieback
embracing a series of ribbon balls
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Swish’s Sophia

interspaced with crystal beads threaded
on to a braided cord, while Diamante is a
simple style tieback wrapped with a
beaded collar and complemented with a
tight braided cord.
Prestigious Textiles showed off a wide
range of fabrics including Honshu, a
collection of soft embroidered cottons for
curtains, accessories and upholstery. The
collection comprises six coordinating
designs, with natural forms contrasting
with the gently textured cotton backdrop.
Heading the collection is the intricate

Hallis Hudson tiebacks

and richly-coloured floral Samani,
complemented by Tabuka, an
embroidered leafy trail and simple spot,
Taiza. For upholstery and cushions, the
collection is completed by the Yaiza fine
blazer stripe and the broader barcode
stripe Mikuni, together with the
coordinating plain Askuni.
Colourways encompass violet, fuchsia,
rose, azure, tangerine and jonquil. These
are set on backgrounds of pastels and
warm neutrals, balanced by gentler
palettes of natural and charcoal.

Swish introduced a collection of
pre-packed 28mm decorative poles.
Sophia has ceramic fluted spear finials
and brackets suitable for heavier weight
curtains. It is available in five sizes, from
120cm to 360cm, and three finishes:
antique brass, satin steel and black nickel.
Sunflex introduced the wooden
Sunlover venetian blind in an ebony
finish. With a coordinating valance it is
available in nine sizes from 60cm to
180cm with a drop of 170cm. The blind
can be trimmed to size.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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NATIONAL FLOOR SHOW
COLOUR BY NUMBERS
NFS’s final appearance at Harrogate saw
a plethora of products – and colour

Flor by Heuga’s Funky Feet/2
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Porcelanosa showed off its parquets

While much conversation at the National
Floor Show concerned its move to the
NEC next June in an effort by the
organiser to boost visitor numbers, there
were plenty of new products to see.
This year’s event had more of a carpet
feel about it, with fewer wood and
laminate exhibitors than in 2008. Carpet
firms were more willing to introduce
colours than before, accepting that while
they may not become bestselling shades,
they have to give consumers the choice.
Brockway Carpets expanded its Cresta,
Amore and Florian collections with 30
colours, including steel greys, sea greens
and amethyst purples. Colours for Cresta,
available in 40oz and 50oz weights, have
been increased from 15 to 28; the 45oz
Amore has seven more colours and the
60oz Florian now has 18 colours.
Malatan introduced its Ecovise
subsidiary with its Eco range using only
natural products. The wilton is made by
blending 100% natural colour wool and
processed without dyes or chemicals. It is
available in a 3.66m width with cotton,
jute and latex backing.
From Ryalux was the Ultimate

Collection available in a dozen textures
from twists to shag pile in up to 7m
widths and any colour. Aimed firmly at
the top of the market, it will be in stores
by November. Its Naturals Collection saw
the addition of 10 designs under the
Ryaloop name, including two striped
designs in neutral palettes and four
coordinating plains in 4m and 5m
widths. Both collections have new POS,
while the Pownell POS has been updated.
Cormar Carpets’ 80/10/10 Natural
Berber Twist range is available in 12
natural flecked shades and 35oz, 45oz
and 55oz weights. The 100% wool
Avebury and Lindisfarne are available in
4m and 5m widths using a three-fold
yarn. Avebury is a fine textured loop
design tufted on 5/32nd gauge in a
dozen neutral shades, including four
heathers, while Lindisfarne comes in a
choice of six natural colours in two
different textures: a level loop and a
textured loop.
Flor by Heuga introduced six
contemporary shades to its Funky Feet/2
range including Red Garnet, Emerald,
Amethyst and Golden Yellow along with

five classic shades including Sea Salt,
Pistachio and Juniper Blue. Building on its
Country Classic range, it launched
Country Contemporary using the same
colours but with a cut rather than loop
pile. Also introduced were new POS
displays with greater product
information.
Porcelanosa debuted the Roble Louvre
Siena parquet under its L’Antic Colonial
brand, with a Dutch pattern.
Karndean revamped its bestselling
Knight Tile collection with a dozen styles:
four wood shades of Honey Maple,
Victorian Oak, Edwardian Oak and Native
Koa and eight stone styles, including
Ramsey Slate and Cara Marble. Jura
provides a fresh look with a narrow
border.
British Wool highlighted the findings of
its environmental impact study into
British wool with a new logo. ‘The
industry will now have measurable data
which positions British wool favourably
for the growing environmental agenda.
This will be of key importance to
commercial carpet manufacturers and
buyers,’ says Richard Poole, British
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Wool European business manager.
Manx highlighted the recoloured 80/20
Ashworth with new shades including
Aubergine, Gentle Fawn, Steel Drum and
Irish Linen to complement the 11 existing
colours, while Victoria introduced the
Estrada wilton and the 100% wool
Natural Accents.
Kersaint Cobb entered the engineered
and solid wood market. Its collection has
a 14mm engineered floor with Clic
system in natural oak, an 18mm multilayer wood floor with a choice of three
oak finishes and black walnut, a 20mm
multi-layer floor in five oaks and an
18mm solid oak floor. The 14mm and
20mm floors have plank lengths of 1.86m
while the 18mm and solid floors have
random lengths of 40cm to 1.7m and
30cm to 1.5m respectively. The company
also expanded its rug offer with a host of
new designs and a new display stand.
Asiatic overhauled its contemporary
offer including 44 new designs in
Harlequin, faux suede in Laya and several
textured designs. The new Royal Kasqai
has nine designs and six sizes.

Associated Weavers’ cut pile
berber Saxony Crossland
Berber has a 10 strong
neutral colourbank and is
available in 2.5m, 4m and 5m
widths. Suitable for heavy wear
locations, the 100%
polypropylene cut pile twist
Santorini has 12 shades and is
available in 4m and 5m widths.
Everest Twist is a lightweight
version of Santorini, also available
with a felt back.
Bajong unveiled several ranges in
muted colour palettes, including
Daytona, Arizona, Orlando, Palermo
and San Jose, while it debuted the yet
to be named 70oz, 90oz and 115oz
chunky shag pile.
Georgian’s 100% wool Impressions has
three designs and five colours per design
while Luxor Twist is available in 40oz and
50oz weights.
Kingsmead introduced Triple Twist
Heathers and Cheviot, a polypropylene in
a choice of two weights. It also
showed off its Everon branding for

British Wool Marketing Board

Carpenter’s underlay
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Ryalux’s Ryaloop

Kingsmead’s Argyll

F Ball’s Stopgap Green Bag and 114 underlayments

Brockway’s Cresta

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Porcelanosa’s Teka

its polypropylene ranges with the earthy
colour palette of Lothian and mineral
palette of Argyll.
Gaskell debuted the 100% wool Rustica
Essence while Mr Tomkinson launched
the Nevada berber in two designs and
eight shades, and the Classic Berber in
three designs and six tones.
Shaw Home Foundations introduced
10 ranges, including eight polypropylene
designs and Oregon, a nylon Scotchgard
in 4m and 5m widths.
From Carpenter was the 180kg per
sqm Extrastep 6mm polyurethane
underlay and 9mm Ultrastep, claiming it
as the heaviest PU underlay available.
Osmo demonstrated its Old Style
traditionally styled solid wood flooring,
available in five surfaces – sanded,
brushed, aged, sand blasted and hand
planed – and several finishes.
Ossfloor introduced the bleach
cleanable Defiant collection, backed by
Ozzie the punk dog POS. It includes a 4m
and 5m twist, twist supreme and a 4m
saxony on felt and secondary backing.
3M’s Nomad Aqua Plus entrance
matting absorbs dirt and water, reducing
the need for temporary matting in-store
and reducing the risk of accidents. Its
middle layer retains up to 5.5litres of
water per sqm until it evaporates.

Pownall’s Comfort
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Osmo’s Old Style

Cormar’s Avebury

Karndean’s Jura

3M’s Nomad
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LAS VEGAS
HOMING IN
The Las Vegas World Market saw
a wide variety of influences

The Las Vegas World Market Center
has ambitions. The furnishings
show, held twice a year, is led by
visionaries who bring a breath of
fresh air to the industry.
Beyond three buildings and an
event that houses permanent and
temporary showrooms, the Las
Vegas Market also boasts some of
the most enlightening seminars
from influential speakers including
Vicente Wolf and Robyn Waters.
Topics ranged from trends to
licensing, to sustainability.
The icing on the cake is the
motivating marketing strategy of
making September National Home
Furnishings Month. This consumerdriven campaign allows retailers and
manufacturers to speak to
Above: The
past is
fashionable;
memories from
years gone by
adorn
upholstery at
Haute House
Right: The Life
Style showroom
supported the
eclectic mix of
furnishings
from African to
Indonesian
Left: Michael
Amini
merchandised
its windows in
Hip Couture,
blending
fashion with
furnishings
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PLATINUM & FLAT PACK HOME DELIVERY SERVICE RE-LAUNCHED
We are proud to announce we have re-launched our competitively priced Home Delivery
Service and it is open to all of our customers!
• Deliver to customer’s within 14–21 working days *(From receipt of your order) •
• Ring to make an appointment giving day and a 2 hour window •
• The delivery drivers will call on the day of the delivery and give a 1 hour notice •
For any more information please feel free to contact us.

Exclusive (U.K) LTD
Thorpe Drive, Thorpe Way, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 4UZ
T: (0044) 01295 701114 F: (0044) 01295 701014
e-mail: sales@exclusiveuk.co.uk

Click onto our new website

www.exclusiveuk.co.uk

to view all of our superb ranges
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consumers with a unified message. Titled
Is it home yet?, the campaign hones into
the consumers’ emotions. HGTV’s
Monica Pederson is the spokesperson for
the initiative, bringing a familiar face to
the target group.
More than just a market, Las Vegas
World Center aims to educate, inspire,
and act as a platform to strengthen the
industry’s reach to the end consumer.
Making a house a home.
Jennifer Castoldi is Trendease International
founder

Right: A look into the
space of Olde Good
Things and one is
transported back in time
while viewing
architectural and altered
antiques, such as this
mirror made from
reclaimed tiles

Left: In the
Sustainable
Furnishings Council’s
section, Nathan
Anthony’s Envi stand
displayed upholstery
made from
sustainable or
recycled materials

The Sustainable Furnishings Council and World
Market Center Las Vegas hosted the second
annual One Good Chair Design Competition. The
Chopstick/Steamer stool by Ryan Horsman and
Jason Dembski only made it to the semi-finals,
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Ethan Allen opened a permanent showroom in Building C. It has merchandised its collections under

but seemed to get the most attention for its

seven lifestyles: Estate, Country House, Loft, Villa, Global, Glamour and Metro

surprisingly comfortable sitting experience
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Thinking space

For more information about this
year’s exhibition, and to register
for free entry please visit
interiorsbirmingham.com

TRADE ONLY
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INTERTEXTILE
SHANGHAI SATISFIES
The Shanghai home textile show proved
recession proof as visitors flocked

Many trade shows these days seem
somewhat quieter than the hustle and
bustle once known, but Intertextile
Shanghai Home Textiles (25-27 August)
was the exception.
People flocked to explore the newest
fabric offerings from domestic Chinese
suppliers, as well as exhibitors within the

Turkish and Pakistan Pavilions, the Korean
Quilt Display, and other international
selections.
Visitors could find inspiration in various
trend vignettes and take advantage of
the successful business matchmaking
services offered by the show.
The overall outcome of the event had

Above: Unique window treatments

the catwalk to show off next season’s

were shown at Zopilot

collections

Above right: Interior style is just as

Right: Traditional handicrafts were

much about fashion as one’s

displayed alongside the latest

wardrobe. Some companies took to

technologies in textiles at Intertextile
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both exhibitors and visitors coming away
satisfied.
Intertextile Shanghai Home Textiles
2010 will return to Shanghai New
International Expo Centre on 24-26
August 2010.
Jennifer Castoldi is Trendease International
founder
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The outdoor furnishings market is growing. Textile companies are
developing fabrics suitable for year long exposure to the elements, such as
this new design from Athenea by Girones that has high UV protection,
colour and weather fastness, with high durability and abrasion resistance

Trend experts from the style capitals of the world – Paris, Milan, New York,
and Tokyo – gathered at Intertextile Shanghai to give visitors a taste of next
season’s interior design trends. Four rooms were set up to embody Happiness
in Happy Land representing the spring/summer 2010 season; here is a look at

Dongli Art-Textile

the New York interiors by Doneger Creative Services

Left: A variety of

Above: Upholstery

trimming and fabric

fabrics were

options were

merchandised to

available to satisfy

feel like a dining

any taste

room at Blossom
Home Decoration
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BRUSSELS
MELTING POT
The Brussels Furniture Fair has long
been regarded as a hidden gem

The Brussels Furniture Fair has become
an international platform for furniture in
the Benelux and continues to attract
more exhibitors and visitors from both
Belgium and beyond. The show has been
regarded as something of a hidden gem
among UK buyers. While it does not have
the reputation of larger shows, it has a
wide variety of products on show.
Held at the Heysel exhibition ground,
the 1-4 November event will feature
more than 200 exhibitors, including The
Square hall, home to up and coming
designers and contemporary brands.
Brussels and the DECOoh! Exhibition
have developed three trends – Curiosity,
Sensitivity and Collectivity – centering on
craftology. Craftsmanship has come into
its own again: the art of doing and
making it yourself. Intelligent
craftsmanship, where age-old traditions
are rationalised and perfected with the
aid of technological and scientific
research. Craftsmanship and technology
go hand in hand.
‘The Farm’ will become a key concept
over the next few years. Just like on a
farm, we’re becoming aware of the
lifecycle of products and their effect on
nature. We want to understand how
products are made. We know that we
need to be careful with our planet earth.
We’re looking for things close to home
again. It’s more sustainable to process
our own materials. There’s also a
worldwide exchange of knowledge to
save energy and materials. We act ‘local’
but think ‘global’.
Curiosity: Experimenting and turning our
hand to everything. The theme is playful
and humorous; young and spontaneous,
daring and dreamy. Creating for
creation’s sake, without further
explanation. Fantasy and hyperrealism go
hand in hand, no rules have yet been
written in this open culture of team
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Some 200 exhibitors will be at The Brussels Furniture Fair

mates. We’re choosing who we want to
be on the spur of the moment. In this
theme, street credibility is more important
than being accepted by the
establishment.
Key words: experiment, bizarre, illusion,
mystery, transiency, anarchy. Colours:
lime, white, silver, mauve, black, light
blue, bright orange. Materials: plastics
(recycled), technological materials, broken
mirrors/sequins, grilles, metals,
transparent paper, recycled materials
(whose origin you don’t immediately
recognise). Patterns: molecular patterns,
outlines, spatters, Photoshop effects,
knotted bundles.
Sensitivity: A traditional yet avant-garde
theme. It is philosophical, emotional and
ecological. We’re searching for harmony
with ourselves and the world. We’re
recycling and repairing objects. Romance
and poetry gain more prominence. We
go in search of the centre of things,
calmly and subtly. We feel engaged with
nature: it is a state of mind, a way of life
and for many a sign of insight.’
Key words: emotional, natural
materials, naturally effusive, arts and
crafts, cradle to cradle. Colours: offwhites, greens, dirty orange, greys (zinc,

anthracite, concrete), ‘ton sur ton’, sand
and earth tints. Materials: light wood,
felt, soft textiles and linen, moss, soft
white paper, clay, fibres, natural untreated
leather, ceramics, knitting and crocheting,
reused materials (whose origins you do
recognise), origami. Patterns: sensual
forms, plant motifs and prints, nostalgic
motifs from your grandparents’ era,
natural imprints, woven patterns.
Collectivity: We’re in search of security
and fixed values, albeit based on personal
insight and at our own discretion. This is
both a collective and an individualistic
theme, together but still alone. Sociology
and anthropology are resulting in a new
way of looking at our existence and at
society. Contemporary culture as a new
foundation, as a new value.
Key words: community, togetherness,
know-how, sharing and exchanging
experience, schooling, sustainability.
Colours: dark green, purple, navy blue,
petrol blue-green, mastic, burgundy,
mustard, ochre, gold. Materials: wood,
heavy fabrics, rubber, stone, bones,
varnishes, heavy wallpaper. Patterns:
graphic patterns, step and repeat, stripes,
stylised ethnic prints, inlaid patterns,
etched patterns and old drawings.
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Entertainment

Suduko

Crossword

Easy

Medium

Difficult

For answers turn to page ??

ACROSS
1 Yonder yacht
4 Pole thrown by Scottish athletes
9 Congo, once
14 Prom duds
15 Martini garnish
16 Result
17 Candle count
18 Subdued
19 To be of use
20 Expressing commendation
23 Soprano Lily
24 “... ___ the cows come home”
25 Sister of Venus
28 Spanish dessert
30 Glasgow train station (abbr)
33 Large wading bird
34 Chemical used on trees
35 Way out
36 Informally
39 Fibbed
40 Dweeb
41 Entreaties
42 Spearheaded
43 Sigmund’s daughter
44 Retract
45 Actor Erwin
46 Paltry
47 Worldliness
54 N Atlantic archipelago
55 Assume as fact
56 Comic Philips
57 Over
58 Narrow mountain ridge
59 Gun, as an engine
60 Vends
61 Nostrils
62 Bambi’s aunt

DOWN
1 Lead
2 Enormous
3 Corp VIP, briefly
4 Person without a title
5 Female graduate
6 Seizes with teeth
7 Uniform
8 Comic Foxx
9 Cytokinin occurring in corn
10 Smith’s block
11 Golfer Aoki
12 Undoing
13 Sushi choice
21 Uncovered
22 Pong maker
25 Row
26 Els with tees
27 Ran swiftly
28 Plants
29 Ground
30 Old Testament book
31 Gannet
32 Rendezvous
34 Traditional prayer ending
35 Melodious
37 Affectation of sophisticates
38 Performs surgery
43 Capital of Greece
44 Narrate
45 Ruin
46 Skinflint
47 Wise one
48 Like some vaccines
49 Duration
50 When said three times, a 1970
war movie
51 Able was ___...
52 Predictive sign
53 US TV science series
54 Scale notes
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Recruitment

YOU
U CAN
N AFFORD
D IT

The
e LOW
W COSTT I.T.. solution
n iss here
Any size of store - 90 pence per day, per user*

Plantation Rug Company requires an experienced
Sales Representative for the West Midlands .

Are you using an old fashioned or costly computer system?
...or no system at all?

We are looking for a proactive professional with
a proven track record and the ability to make
things happen.

MAKE
E THE
E SWITCH
H - CUTT COSTS

We transfer your data from your old system, or help you setup from scratch
- seamlessly and for FREE

Fully Integrated System

Included

Interested parties should apply in writing by
post or email at the address below.
Gary Prophet
Plantation Rug Company
Bredbury Park Way
Bredbury Industrial Estate
Stockport
Greater Manchester
SK6 2TJ
Or email sales@plantationrug.co.uk
Telephone 01614308700

Sales & Purchase Orders

Zero Setup costs

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Free 7 Day Trial & Demo

Multi-Branch & Warehouse

Free Training & Tutorials

Barcoding & Container Orders

Free Data Transfer of Stock

Profit Margin Monitoring

Free Customer Migration

Financial Accounting*

Free Customised Printing

Website Integration

Free Order Tracking Website

Mail Merge with Targeting

Free Tech Support for life

Agents also required for Scotland, the North
East, South Wales and the South East.

De-Branding Module

For more information
call or email:

Delivery Scheduling

08712 20 64 64

Online Customer Order Tracking
Delivery Text Alerts for Customers
Custom Management Reports
Price Tickets & Price Point
AIS Members Catalogue Upload
Customer Service Suite
“Best Software Supplier”

Postcode Lookup *

* minimum 5 users. Financial Accounting & Postcoder are optional and incur an additional charge

info@retailsystem.com

EXHIBITION DIRECTORY

14th – 17th September 2009
& 1 – 5 February 2010
www.lasvegasmarket.com

25th – 27th May 2010
ExCeL London

www.londonfurnitureshow.com

18th – 21st July 2010
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com

13th – 16th January 2010
www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com

Advertise your show here. Reach 6,500 key industry buyers in the most influential magazine in the interiors market,
call Ben Watkins today on 07917 863453, or email him at bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Final polish

Matching

s
hairs
Anniversary gift: from left: Eamon Wynne, sales and operations director;

In the news: Rupert Anton, Carpet Foundation marketing director is pictured

Malcolm Walker, trading and buying director; Peter Harrison, chief executive;

with the victorious Living Etc team, from left: Claudia Baillie, style writer;

Jessica Alexander, FTBA consultant; Charles Kerrigan, FTBA chief executive

Sarah Norman, managing editor; Mary Weaver, houses editor; Annabel

and Ed Duggan, finance and commercial director

Smith, style director and Sarina Liu, picture editor

3 Drawer
Coffee Tables
HiFi Units

Birthday present
It’s customary to receive gifts
on your birthday, but
Furniture Village reversed the
tradition by donating £20,000
to the FTBA as it celebrated
the 20th anniversary of its first
store.
‘The association plays an
extremely important role in
helping those in need across
our industry and we have
always been proud to do
whatever we can to help with
its fundraising activities. This is
our way of putting something
back in to it,’ says Peter
Harrison, Furniture Village
chief executive.

Well trodden
The efforts of home interest
magazines and TV shows to
raise the profile of carpets was

again recognised at the Carpet
Foundation’s ninth Red
Carpet Awards. In the past
year, editorial coverage worth
some £1m has appeared in
the media.
More than 125 journalists
attended the event, with
Living Etc, Period Living, Your
Home, 60 Minute Makeover,
Woman & Home, Homes and
Gardens and Sunday Mirror
taking home the prizes.

showing his skill on the 11th.
The Waring & Gillow Cup
for best net team score went
to Servico; Ash Kholia won
the Louis Lebus Trophy as best
net manufacturer score; Vince
Peat took home the Fred
Allpass Cup for best net retail
score; Stuart Inskip won the
Jim Young Trophy for best net
flooring score; the LPK
Upholstery Cup went to Guds
Ahmed as best net guest

Fore – and one

score; Michael Bryan won the
Vono Cup as best over 55
player and Richard and
George Knight won the
Slumberland Trophy as best
pair.
Clive Thirkell was nearest
the pin on the 13th, Stuart
Inskip nearest on the 15th,
while Gareth parry had the
longest drive on the 12th.
The event raised more than
£7,000 for the charity.
Servico’s winning

It appears that a golfing hole
in one is not as uncommon
as we are led to believe. In
most years the FTBA
National Golf Championships,
held this year at the Belfry,
sees the feat achieved and
this year was no exception,
with Tony Cammack

team (from left): Peter
McDonald, Darrel
Wilkinson, Ash Kohlia
and Dale Heathcote.
‘We all had a fantastic
time and everything
went well in the game
for a change,’ says
Heathcote

Entertainment answers
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Difficult
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National Floor Show
A fond farewell?

Best of British
Local heroes

Furniture Origins (UK)
October 2009

Celebrating its first anniversary
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